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vABSTRACT
The purpose of this dissertation is to develop a geometric framework for immersogeometric
analysis that directly uses the boundary representations (B-reps) of a complex computer-aided
design (CAD) model and immerses it into a locally refined, non-boundary-fitted discretization
of the fluid domain. Using the non-boundary-fitted mesh which does not need to conform to the
shape of the object can alleviate the challenge of mesh generation for complex geometries. This
also reduces the labor-intensive and time-consuming work of geometry cleanup for the purpose
of obtaining watertight CAD models in order to perform boundary-fitted mesh generation.
The Dirichlet boundary conditions in the fluid domain are enforced weakly over the immersed
object surface in the intersected elements. The surface quadrature points for the immersed
object are generated on the parametric and analytic surfaces of the B-rep models. In the case
of trimmed surfaces, adaptive quadrature rule is considered to improve the accuracy of the
surface integral. For the non-boundary-fitted mesh, a sub-cell-based adaptive quadrature rule
based on the recursive splitting of quadrature elements is used to faithfully capture the geometry
in intersected elements. The point membership classification for identifying quadrature points
in the fluid domain is based on a voxel-based approach implemented on GPUs. A variety of
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations are performed using the proposed method
to assess its accuracy and efficiency. Finally, a fluid–structure interaction (FSI) simulation
of a deforming left ventricle coupled with the heart valves shows the potential advantages of
the developed geometric framework for the immersogeomtric analysis with complex moving
domains.
1CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
In this dissertation, we introduce a novel geometric framework for immersogeometric anal-
ysis. This work is inspired by the integration between computer-aided design (CAD) and
computer aided engineering (CAE). The goal is to efficiently handle boundary representation
(B-rep) model preprocessing of complex objects for computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and
fluid–structure interaction (FSI) analyses.
1.1 CAD and CAE
As reviewed by Hughes et al. [51], the market size of CAE is in the $1–$2 billion range
and the market size of CAD is only in the $5–$10 billion range. However, in 2016, the market
size of CAE grows to around $3 billion [139], while the market size of CAD is still around
$9 billion [121]. It was shown in a technical report [139] that the compound annual growth
rate (CAGR) of CAE engineering market is expected to be 11.1% between 2016 and 2021,
which is much faster than the CAGR of CAD. The CAGR of CAD market is only close to
7% during the forecast period 2017 to 2021 [121]. With the demand to reduce the time-to-
market of a product, there is a consistently increasing need for engineering practice to design,
analyze and optimize a concept design before converging to a physical testing in the industry.
However, there is still a noticeable gap between CAD and CAE. A typical engineering practice
for CAE needs a computational mesh generated from a “clean” CAD model, which is typically
an approximate geometric description of the original design. Hughes et al. [51] illustrated that
in certain industries, 80% of overall analysis time can be devoted in mesh generation. To avoid
this time-consuming procedure and make use of the CAD model directly, in this work, we
propose to apply the immersogeometric methods for flow analysis and isogeometric methods
for structural analysis.
21.2 Isogeometric and Immersogeometric Analysis
In recent years, the development of isogeometric analysis (IGA) [27, 51] has paved a path
towards a tighter integration of engineering design and computational analysis. The core idea
of IGA is to use the same basis functions for the representation of geometry in CAD and
the approximation of solution fields in finite element analysis (FEA). Aside from its potential
to eliminate unnecessary labor from the design-through-analysis pipeline [21, 98], IGA has
attracted a great deal of attention due to the improvements in solution quality that follow from
incorporation of smooth basis functions into engineering analysis [1, 28].
Over the last decade, IGA has been successfully employed in many areas of engineering
and sciences, such as fluid mechanics and turbulence [2, 7, 8, 36, 78], structural and contact
mechanics [17, 29, 30, 67, 122], fluid–structure interactions [10, 11], phase-field modeling [19, 39],
collocation [3, 87, 99], efficient quadrature rules [4, 54, 100], boundary element methods [107,
112], shape and topology optimization [31, 68, 70], finite cell methods [86, 101, 102], trimmed
geometries and patch coupling [42, 95, 103], analysis-suitable trivariate models [79, 118, 137],
T-splines [9, 77, 106], and standardized file formats for data exchange between CAD and FEA
packages [16, 20, 104].
Immersogeometric analysis was first introduced by Kamensky et al. [62] as a geometrically
flexible technique for solving computational FSI problems involving large, complex structural
deformations. This method focuses on accurately analyzing the physics of a complex object by
immersing its surface representation into a non-boundary-fitted discretization of the background
fluid domain. The method was first successfully applied to the FSI simulation of bioprosthetic
heart valves (BHVs) [49, 50, 62]. The method was further investigated by Xu et al. [136] in
the context of a tetrahedral finite cell approach [131] for the simulation of incompressible flow
(both laminar and turbulent) around geometrically complex objects.
The main motivation behind the immersogeometric method is to alleviate the difficulties
associated with CFD mesh generation around complex geometries. Creating a boundary-fitted
fluid-domain mesh that accurately captures all the features of the design geometry is often
time-consuming and labor intensive. Very often, small and thin geometric features are hard
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nipulation [15, 76, 81, 134]. The immersogeometric method was proposed to eliminate these
labor-intensive mesh generation procedures from the CFD simulation pipeline while still main-
taining high accuracy of the simulation results. In addition, since the fluid domain is meshed
independently and it is no longer necessary to defeature or remove small geometric features
from the immersed object, the original design can be accurately preserved. The flexibility of
the immersogeometric approach also allows it to be automated and placed in an optimization
loop that searches for an optimal design [135].
1.3 Design-through-Analysis Workflow
Despite the progress achieved in the last decade, several challenges remain in effectively
using IGA to improve the engineering process. Perhaps the biggest challenge is the rapid,
(semi-)automatic construction of geometric models suitable for analysis. However, the diffi-
culties of constructing designs and the corresponding geometric and analysis models are often
overlooked in the engineering literature. It is often a time-consuming and challenging process
to construct a baseline IGA model and to ensure the model has the desired features such as
good parameterization, sufficient mesh density in the regions of interest, and, most importantly,
analysis suitability. In many cases, intimate familiarity with CAD technology and advanced
programming skills are necessary to successfully build such models. Design engineers, while
professional in their application areas, may not have such skills. Furthermore, in many cases,
engineers are only interested in a handful of design parameters and how they affect the product
performance. As a result, to help design engineers and analysts make more effective use of IGA,
in this dissertation, we develop an interactive IGA design-through-analysis platform based on
the idea of parametric design and geometry modeling.
The interactive geometry modeling and parametric design platform can streamline the en-
gineering design process by hiding the complex CAD functions in the background through gen-
erative algorithms, and let the user control the design through key design parameters. Since
the design concept is integrated with analysis, the design parameters can include not only the
geometry parameters, but also quantities such as material properties, loads, and boundary
4conditions. In this dissertation, the concept of parametric design and geometry modeling is
realized through a visual programming interface Grasshopper 3D [41], which is widely used by
designers focusing on exploring new shapes using generative algorithms in Rhinoceros (Rhino)
3D. The advantage of using Grasshopper 3D for parametric design and geometry modeling
is that, during the CAD model generation, one can ensure that the resulting IGA model is
analysis-suitable.
The concept of parametric modeling is central to design in many fields of engineering and
beyond (e.g., architecture [116]). Currently, parametric modeling is used in conjunction with
solid geometry modeling that employs geometric primitives and Boolean operations (e.g., Solid-
Works [113]). The use of parametric modeling with modern Spline technology like non-uniform
rational B-splines (NURBS) or T-splines is not common and presents a novel research direc-
tion in IGA. This work builds on the concept of parametric modeling and provides a fairly
general and convenient approach for creating parametric designs, which make use of NURBS
and T-spline geometry description, using the visual programming concept. The approach is
applicable to a large class of geometries, including surface and volumetric descriptions. The
concept of parametric modeling plays an important role in solving three-dimensional FSI prob-
lem. As a result, one of my goals is to integrate a novel parametric modeling tool into the
geometric framework to help design engineers and analysts to make more effective use of IGA
and immersogeometric analysis. The FSI simulations of a complex model that includes a left
ventricle (LV) and BHVs are performed.
Another novel and unique aspect of this work is the development of the IGA visualization
tool directly within Rhino 3D CAD software. Good-quality visualization of the IGA simulation
results is not a trivial matter. In many cases, this is done by interpolating the IGA solution
with low-order finite-element functions and outputting the results using a standard finite-
element data structure for visualization using existing software. However, in this dissertation,
we develop a Rhino 3D plug-in that can be used to visualize NURBS and T-spline analysis
results directly in Rhino.
51.4 Boundary Representations
The typical industry standard for the representation of geometry in mechanical CAD sys-
tems is B-reps. Although B-reps are ubiquitous in the CAD industry, they are not commonly
used in the CAE analysis due to the challenges associated with directly using the B-rep informa-
tion to perform geometric operations such as surface integration. Hence, the common practice
in a mechanical analysis is to preprocess the B-reps by tessellating them into triangles and then
using the triangular surface mesh to perform simulations. Generating the surface tessellations
of complex CAD models is time-consuming and labor intensive, since the geometry needs to be
manually checked to avoid creating any intersecting or non-manifold features (such as hanging
nodes) during tessellation. In addition, the tessellation of curved surfaces represented using
spline surfaces introduces a tessellation error depending on the size of the triangles used to
approximate them.
A pioneering work using B-rep models directly in nonlinear isogeometric shell analysis was
presented by Breitenberger et al. [21]. However, directly using B-rep models in flow analysis is
still limited because for flow simulations, the meshing of the surrounding fluid domain needs to
be considered in addition to having the object surface discretization. Generating a high-quality
boundary-fitted fluid mesh requires intense manipulation of the surface mesh. Although there
have been advances in using analysis-suitable trivariate T-splines [79, 133, 138] for volumetric
discretization, using T-splines for CAD and CFD meshing continues to be limited by the
geometric problems associated with the surface. To overcome these challenges, we present a
novel method for immersogeometric fluid flow analysis that directly uses the CAD B-reps of a
complex object and immersing it into a non-boundary-fitted discretization of the surrounding
fluid domain. This work is inspired by Rank et al. [86], who proposed to extend the finite cell
method [32, 84] to use CSG-tree and B-rep information for point membership classification,
such that geometric models can be directly used in the finite cell analysis.
To directly use the B-reps of the CAD model and perform fluid flow simulations, the immer-
sogeometric method needs to handle two types of surfaces. The standard surfaces for the B-rep
CAD model are analytic and NURBS surfaces. CAD models of aerodynamic and hydrodynamic
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jects (such as road vehicles) usually have many flat features with rounded corners. These are
represented internally in the CAD system using analytic surfaces rather than NURBS, since
they can be easily manipulated by the solid modeling kernel and can be stored in a compact
manner. Hanniel and Haller [44] performed a detailed survey of over 3, 000 SolidWorks models
and concluded that more than 90% of the B-rep surfaces were analytic surfaces. Converting
these surfaces to NURBS in order to perform analysis usually leads to poorly parameterized
NURBS surfaces and can lead to poorly trimmed or missing surface features. In addition,
converting simple geometries such as cylinders to NURBS imposes a performance penalty since
these geometries have to be dealt with as rational splines. As a result, the geometry has
to be inspected again after conversion to ensure analysis compatibility and can increase the
computational cost.
1.5 Immersogeometric Analysis using Boundary Representations
The immersogeometric method for CFD is comprised of the following main components. A
variational multiscale (VMS) formulation of incompressible flow [8, 52, 53, 55] is used, which
provides accuracy and robustness in both laminar and turbulent flow conditions. The Dirichlet
boundary conditions on the surface of the immersed objects are enforced weakly in the sense
of Nitsche’s method [12, 83]. Adaptively refined quadrature rules are used to faithfully capture
the flow domain geometry in the discrete problem without modifying the non-boundary-fitted
background mesh. Xu et al. [136] found that the faithful representation of the geometry in
intersected elements is critical for accurate immersogeometric fluid flow analysis.
There are two main preprocessing steps required to perform immersogeometric analysis
on complex CAD models. First, Gaussian quadrature information needs to be generated on
the surface of the immersed model for the purpose of evaluating the weak Dirichlet boundary
conditions [12]. Second, the fluid-domain mesh with adequate refinement along the surfaces of
the immersed object needs to be generated. The point membership classification is performed
on the points of the fluid-domain mesh to identify points outside or inside the solid CAD
model. In this dissertation, we develop new methods to perform these operations directly using
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parametric and analytic surfaces used in CAD models. We also develop a mesh refinement
technique that uses a hierarchical voxelization of the immersed object to generate an analysis-
suitable fluid mesh.
The boundary of solid models created using CAD systems is usually represented using mul-
tiple trimmed surfaces. Previous implementations of immersogeometric analysis using complex
CAD models rely on the triangular tessellation of surfaces for analysis. Tessellating the sur-
faces individually can lead to the generation of small gaps along the edges of adjacent surface
patches. Tessellating these surfaces to create surface triangulations requires the use of adja-
cency information usually stored in the B-rep of the solid model to prevent gaps. This makes
the tessellation process more tedious and requires specialized algorithms. In addition, since
these surfaces are usually trimmed, additional surface quadrature points need to be evaluated
close to the trim curves. In the proposed method, we directly make use of the trimmed sur-
faces without tessellating them. The surfaces are evaluated uniformly to the required level of
precision and the parametric locations close to the trim curves are adaptively refined to include
additional surface quadrature points as required.
In the case of triangles, the Gaussian quadrature points were directly generated on the
planar triangular surface. However, in the case of parametric surfaces (NURBS), the parame-
terization is used for storing the trim curves. In addition, the parametric space can be easily
mapped to a normalized [0, 1]×[0, 1] domain, which makes the development of Gaussian quadra-
ture rules straight forward. The normalized parametric domain can be easily subdivided using
quad-tree techniques to generate adaptive surface quadrature rules for trimmed surfaces. In
the case of analytic surfaces, the surface parameterization is not easily mapped to a normalized
parametric domain, which complicates the development of adaptive surface quadrature rules.
In this dissertation, we develop new method making use of 2D bounding boxes in the parametric
space of the different analytic surfaces to generate adaptive surface quadrature rules.
In boundary-conforming fluid-flow analysis, the surface mesh of the immersed object can
be directly used to generate the fluid-domain mesh. This surface mesh along with the growth
parameter of an advancing-front volume mesh generation algorithm [80] can be used together to
8maintain a smaller mesh size closer to the surface of the immersed object. The purpose of the
smaller mesh size is to better resolve boundary layers. However, in immersogeometric analysis,
the lack of a surface mesh complicates the generation of an adaptive fluid-domain mesh, which
can lead to a mesh with a large number of elements that significantly increase the computational
time. In this dissertation, we create a hierarchical voxelization of the immersed CAD model
using GPU rendering techniques [71, 72]. We make use of this hierarchical voxelization to set the
size parameters of the fluid-domain mesh generation algorithm. This method produces a mesh
that has sufficiently small elements close to the immersed object boundary while producing an
overall fluid-domain mesh with fewer elements.
Point membership classification of the vertices of the background mesh is traditionally
performed using a ray-tracing approach [88, 94]. Any point inside the solid model intersects
the surface of the model an odd number of times. Performing this operation directly on B-reps
consisting of trimmed surfaces is a compute-intensive operation. In this method, we create a
high-resolution voxelization of the CAD model using GPU rendering of trimmed surfaces [71,
73]. This voxelization is then used to perform point membership classification on vertices of the
background mesh. The same operation is repeated to perform point membership classification
on the volume quadrature points in the background mesh.
1.6 Proposed Framework
To allow researchers to make effective use of the aforementioned methods, the focus of this
research is to develop a geometric framework for immersogeometric analysis that directly uses
the B-reps of complex CAD models. The object, which is based on the idea of parametric
design modeling, is immersed into a non-boundary-fitted discretization of the fluid domain.
The framework includes all important functionalities for the entire design process and shows
rapid B-rep model preprocessing for immersogeometric analysis using both analytic and para-
metric surfaces of immersed objects. The concept of the proposed geometric framework for
immersogeometric analysis is illustrated in Figure 1.1. The first step is the parametric geom-
etry modeling that is typically used in CAD softwares [90, 113]. The Gaussian quadrature
information of the B-rep surfaces is then extracted for surface integrals in immersogeometric
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Figure 1.1: A geometric framework for immersogeometric analysis.
analysis. The voxelization of the CAD model is used for the local refinement and for the points
membership classification of the non-boundary-fitted mesh. After the model preprocessing, the
immersogeometric fluid flow analysis is performed to provide feedback to a designer or analyst
for the evaluation of the geometry model.
1.7 Dissertation Structure
This dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we present the development of a
parametric design and geometry modeling platform for IGA. In Chapter 3, we present the
development of a geometric framework for immersogeometric analysis and apply it to the simu-
lation of flow around analytic and NURBS-based B-rep CAD models. In Chapter 4, we present
the FSI simulation of a left ventricular model coupled with aortic and mitral valves using the
proposed methods. In Chapter 5, we draw conclusions and discuss future possibilities.
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CHAPTER 2. PARAMETRIC DESIGN PLATFORM FOR
ISOGEOMETRIC ANALYSIS
In this chapter, an interactive parametric design-through-analysis platform is proposed to
help design engineers and analysts make more effective use of IGA to improve their product
design and performance. We develop several Rhino plug-ins to take input design parameters
through a user-friendly interface, generate appropriate surface models, perform mechanical
analysis, and visualize the solution fields, all within the same CAD program. As part of this
effort, we develop graphical generative algorithms for IGA model creation and visualization
based on Grasshopper, a visual programming interface to Rhino. The developed platform is
demonstrated on a structural mechanics example of wind turbine blade.
2.1 IGA Design-through-Analysis Platform
In this section, we develop an IGA design-through-analysis platform that offers a user-
friendly interface for the design process, including geometry modeling, assignment of model ma-
terial parameters, loads, and boundary conditions, computational analysis, and post-processing.
The concept of parametric design [6, 75, 130] is integrated into the platform in order to enable
repetitive design, quality improvement of geometric models [26, 132], and rapid analysis of
designs linked by model parameters.
2.1.1 Platform structure
The platform provides a closed-loop design method for engineering applications as depicted
in Figure 2.1. Once a basic model has been designed through CAD software and after dis-
tributing material parameters and specifying boundary and load conditions on model surfaces,
a simulation may be performed directly using this model. After inspecting the solution, the
designer can then make a judgment about where to improve the current design. Because the
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Figure 2.1: Isogeometric design-through-analysis platform structure.
original geometry is modeled parametrically, changing the design according to the analysis
results would consist of simply adjusting input parameters. As a result, within this closed-
loop design process, the user could conceivably create and optimize designs within a shorter
timeframe using a single platform.
In order to achieve the goals, we choose Rhino 3D CAD software [90] for the development
of the platform. Rhino 3D gives designers a variety of tools that are required to build complex,
multi-patch NURBS surfaces [85]. Recently, additional functionality was added in Rhino 3D to
create and manipulate T-spline surfaces [5, 108], which is an important enhancement allowing
one to move away from a fairly restrictive NURBS-patch-based geometry design to a completely
unstructured, watertight surface definition while respecting most of the constraints imposed
by analysis [35, 106]. Rhino 3D also features an enhanced graphic programming tool called
Grasshopper 3D [41] for designing generative algorithms, and utilizes free and open-source
software development kits (SDK) [89] for plug-in development. Furthermore, Rhino 3D is
relatively transparent as compared to other CAD software in that it provides the user with
the ability to interact with the system through the so-called “plug-in” commands. All of these
features are well aligned with my goals, and we make use of them in the design of this IGA-based
design-through-analysis platform.
Figure 2.2 shows a snapshot of the Rhino 3D CAD modeling software interface, with the
proposed platform plug-ins integrated. The figure shows a full wind-turbine model represented
using T-spline surfaces. Figure 2.3 shows the developed plug-in commands (or “buttons”),
including parametric geometry design, assignment of material parameters, boundary and load
conditions imposition, interface to an IGA shell solver, post-processing, and visualization of
the analysis result. The details of the plug-in commands and their use are illuminated in the
applications sections of this dissertation.
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Figure 2.2: Rhino 3D CAD modeling software with the proposed plug-ins integrated.
(a) Geometry setup (b) TsSelSet (c) Material setup
(d) IGA shell solver (e) Deformed shape (f) Post-processing
(g) Visualization (h) Close project
Figure 2.3: Platform plug-in options.
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2.1.2 Visual programming for IGA modeling
As a visual programming interface, Grasshopper 3D moves away from the traditional
paradigm of writing a text file with program instructions and feeding it to an off-the-shelf
compiler to produce an executable file. Using Grasshopper 3D, the program is written in terms
of “components” with pre-defined functionality, and “wire connections” between the compo-
nents that serve as conduits of input and output data. By creatively arranging components
and connections, one can rapidly generate an analysis model, establish parametric control,
and link the model to the desired solver and visualization modalities. In the case when new
functionality is needed, a traditional programming approach may be employed to create new
components, which are then added to the library of the existing ones, and may be flexibly used
by the designer.
2.1.3 Parametric design and geometry modeling
During the design cycle, geometric models are often constructed through similar design
algorithms. We develop an interactive parametric geometry modeling plug-in that enables rapid
construction of analysis-suitable, multi-patch NURBS models using Grasshopper 3D [41]. The
plug-in streamlines the engineering design process by hiding the complex CAD functions in the
background through generative algorithms and letting the user control the design through key
design parameters. An added benefit of using this approach for parametric design and geometry
modeling is that, during the CAD model generation, one can ensure that the resulting IGA
model is analysis-suitable.
Figure 2.4 shows an example of using the Grasshopper 3D generative algorithm for paramet-
ric geometry design of a wind turbine blade. The leftmost group of components called “Input
Parameters” represents operations on input data such as surface continuity, airfoil type, radial
position, twist angle and axis, and chord length. The group includes the in-house developed
VBScript (Visual Basic Scripting Edition) component for reading these input parameters from
a user interface. The user interface is shown in Figure 2.5(a) and is developed using C# [91].
The group of components called “Airfoil Curve Construction” imports unit-chord-length airfoil
data given by the users and constructs smooth NURBS curves interpolating through each set
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Figure 2.4: Grasshopper 3D generative algorithm for parametric geometry design of wind
turbine blade.
(a) User interface for parametric design. (b) NREL Phase VI wind turbine blade.
Figure 2.5: NREL Phase VI wind turbine blade parametric design and geometry modeling.
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of airfoil data points. The “rebuild” function is then used on these curves to make sure that
all the NURBS airfoil profiles have the same number of control points and knot vectors. This
operation ensures that the NURBS surface generated by skinning (or lofting) along this series
of profile curves will have the desired parameterization.
Based on the input parameters corresponding to blade cross sections, each airfoil profile
is relocated such that the twist axis is aligned to the origin, scaled by the chord length, and
rotated according to the twist degree. The modified airfoil profiles are then moved to their
corresponding radial positions along the twist axis, which is also the blade-pitched axis. The
group of components named “Blade Cross-section Construction” in Figure 2.4 perform this
procedure. Due to the inherent discontinuity of sharp transition between different blade design
zones, the input data are separated into different subdomains using the group of components
named “Sub-Domain Construction.” After all subsets of blade cross section curves are prepared,
individual NURBS surfaces are generated by skinning (or lofting) along the curves within each
subset. This is done by the rightmost component shown in Figure 2.4. The multi-patch NURBS
surface generated through this procedure is conforming between different patches.
The proposed concept is applied to the parametric geometry design of an NREL Phase VI
wind turbine blade [43, 47] that requires a considerable number of parametric inputs, including
the geometric continuity of each cross section, airfoil type, radial airfoil location, and chord
length. This NREL wind turbine blade has 25 airfoil cross sections. It gradually changes from
a cylindrical cross section at the hub center to an S809 airfoil [114] cross section along the
blade to the blade tip. The main input parameters are shown in Figure 2.5(a). The S809 airfoil
data points shown in Figure 2.6 can be stored in a text file and imported via the interface.
After entering all the information, a multi-patch NURBS surface of the wind turbine blade is
generated as shown in Figure 2.5(b).
2.1.4 Visualization of NURBS and T-spline analysis results
After solving the IGA problem, the control variables (or degrees of freedom) for the solution
fields (e.g., displacement, velocity, temperature, etc.) are obtained. These control variables are
defined on the control points, which are typically not located on the physical geometry. When
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Figure 2.6: S809 airfoil data and profile [114].
NURBS or
T-spline
surface
Visualization mesh
IGA result on con-
trol points
Color contour on
visualization mesh
NURBS or T-spline wireframe
Visualization
result
Figure 2.7: Visualization procedure for NURBS or T-spline IGA result.
Figure 2.8: Grasshopper 3D components for visualization of NURBS analysis result.
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coupled with basis functions, these give continuous solution fields on the geometry. Visualiza-
tion of the IGA results is an integral component of the design-through-analysis framework and
presents some challenges that we address in this section. Here we focus on visualization of the
solution fields defined in terms of NURBS and T-spline functions performed within the same
IGA design-through-analysis platform.
Figure 2.7 shows a conceptual diagram of the visualization procedure for NURBS and T-
spline IGA results. A visualization mesh is constructed directly from the NURBS or T-spline
surface in order to visualize color contours of the solution fields that are defined on the control
points. The visualization mesh points require the solution values, which can be evaluated at
their closest points on the NURBS or T-spline surface. The color contours of the visualization
mesh are then overlapped with the wireframe extracted from the NURBS or T-spline surface.
The combination of these two inputs provides a novel way of visualizing the IGA results directly
within the CAD software.
An implementation of this idea as a Rhino 3D plug-in is shown in Figure 2.8, which is a
Grasshopper 3D generative algorithm for visualizing IGA results directly in Rhino 3D. More
details about the plug-in are given in what follows.
2.1.4.1 NURBS and T-spline surface construction
Figure 2.9 shows an example of constructing a NURBS surface in Grasshopper 3D using
parametric inputs including control point information, degree, and knot vector. The example
mesh has 16 control points, four in each parametric direction. The polynomial degrees are
cubic in both directions, leading to a one-element mesh. The VBScript component includes all
the necessary functions to build a NURBS surface based on the user inputs. The constructed
NURBS surface is shown in Figure 2.10, where the control points and control polygons are also
visualized. This surface is used for testing and demonstrating the color contour visualization
concept and procedure. A T-spline surface can be created from the NURBS surface, as shown
in Figure 2.11.
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Figure 2.9: NURBS surface construction in Grasshopper 3D using parametric inputs.
Figure 2.10: NURBS surface and control points.
Figure 2.11: T-spline surface and control points.
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(a) Visualization mesh. (b) Color contour for NURBS.
Figure 2.12: Visualization of color contour and wireframe for NURBS.
2.1.4.2 Visualization mesh and IGA results
Currently, Rhino 3D does not provide color contours directly visualized on NURBS or
T-spline surface. Therefore, a visualization mesh from the NURBS or T-spline surface is
generated for the purpose of visualizing color contours. This is shown as the top left group
of components named “Visualization Mesh” in Figure 2.8. NURBS surface is evenly divided
into several segments in both parametric coordinates. A denser mesh could be generated by
increasing the number of the segments if needed. Examples of the visualization mesh are shown
in Figures 2.12(a) and 2.13(a).
The solution fields of the IGA results are on the control points. These results need to be
transferred to the visualization mesh points. This can be done by feeding the coordinates of
the mesh points to a component or function that finds the closest points and their parametric
coordinates. Once the parametric coordinates are located, the solution values can be evaluated
at these locations, which correspond to the visualization mesh points. This data are extracted
and mapped to a linear color gradient which is based on a range between 0 and 1. The group
of components named “IGA Result” in the middle of Figure 2.8 is used for this procedure.
2.1.4.3 Wireframe and color contour surface
In Figure 2.8, the group of components named “Wireframe” is for extracting the wireframe
from NURBS or T-spline surface. The wireframe density is set to 1.0, which will display one
wireframe curve on each knot. It should be noted that for cases without interior knot values
(e.g., only one element), one wireframe curve is displayed in the interior by default. (This
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(a) Visualization mesh. (b) Color contour for T-splines.
Figure 2.13: Visualization of color contour and wireframe for T-splines.
explains the extra mesh lines in Figure 2.10.) The final visualization result is constructed in the
rightmost group of components in Figure 2.8. The color contour surface from the visualization
mesh is overlapped with the wireframe extracted from the original NURBS or T-spline surface
as shown in Figures 2.12(b) and 2.13(b), respectively.
2.2 Example: Wind Turbine Blade
In this section, we apply the proposed IGA design-through-analysis platform to the modeling
of wind turbine blades. In what follows, we make use of the rotation-free Kirchhoff–Love thin
shell formulation from Kiendl et al. [65–67] to model the blade structural mechanics.
2.2.1 T-spline model
The parametric design and geometry modeling of the NREL Phase VI wind turbine blade
has been discussed in detailed in Section 2.1.3 and a multi-patch NURBS surface was generated.
To have better modeling features, such as local refinement and coarsening, the NURBS surface
is converted to a single T-spline surface using the Autodesk T-Splines Plug-in for Rhino [5, 105].
Figure 2.14 shows the T-spline surface of the wind turbine blade to which local refinement has
already been added, and from which unwanted knots have been removed.
2.2.2 Setting material properties, loads, and boundary conditions
The next logical step towards analysis is to define the material properties, loads, and bound-
ary conditions. The user interface for setting these properties and conditions depends on the
selection and assignment of T-spline surface elements. By using T-spline “TsSelSet” [105] com-
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Figure 2.14: T-spline surface of the NREL Phase VI wind turbine blade.
mand in Figure 2.3(b), one can select groups of elements and define a different set for each
group, as shown in Figure 2.15. After setting up these element zones, the material properties
and blade thickness can be entered and assigned to each zone by using the “Material setup”
command in Figure 2.3(c). The material we use for demonstration purposes is aluminum,
which is isotropic and has Young’s modulus of 70 GPa and Poisson’s ratio of 0.35. The blade is
assumed to have eight regions of constant thickness, which decreases from root to tip. Finally,
we apply the clamped boundary condition at the root by selecting two rows of control points,
and select four different pressure load areas on the pressure side of the blade surface, as shown
in Figure 2.16.
2.2.3 Simulation results
The pressure load of 45 kPa is applied on the selected zones of the blade surface as shown in
Figure 2.16. The resultant force due to the pressure load is 2.315 kN. The blade is clamped at
the root and, in addition, loaded by gravity. Dynamic simulation is employed with a time-step
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Figure 2.15: Left: Select and assign elements to different sets using “TsSelSet” command.
Right: Each set can be assigned different material property using the in-house developed user
interface.
Figure 2.16: Left: Select control points to set clamped boundary condition. Right: Select
elements to assign pressure loads on several upper-surface areas.
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Figure 2.17: Left: Isogeometric shell analysis. Right: Deformed T-spline surface.
size of 0.001 s. The isogeometric Kirchhoff–Love shell solver is called by the “IGA Shell Solver”
command shown in Figure 2.3(d). The analysis results are shown in Figure 2.17. The deformed
T-spline surface is visualized by adding the displacement field to the control point coordinates.
The command used to perform this function is “Deformed shape” shown in Figure 2.3(e).
2.2.4 Visualization of IGA results
To have a deeper understanding of the analysis results, one may perform post-processing of
quantities of interest such as the maximum in-plane principal Green–Lagrange strain (MIPE)
from shell displacement by using the “Post-processing” command shown in Figure 2.3(f). The
“Visualization” command shown in Figure 2.3(g) can then be executed to visualize the color
contours of either displacement magnitude or MIPE on the blade surface for a chosen time
step. The steady-state results are shown in Figure 2.18. The higher MIPE area is concentrated
around the sharp transition from the cylindrical root to the airfoil cross sections. This analysis
result could provide guidance for potential design improvement. Finally, the “Close project”
command shown in Figure 2.3(h) is used to close all the plug-ins.
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Figure 2.18: Displacement (left) and MIPE (right) contours of the isogeometric shell analysis
result.
Figure 2.19: New design parameters and the corresponding modified wind turbine blade geom-
etry.
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Figure 2.20: The comparison between the original (black wireframe) and modified (red wire-
frame) geometry.
Figure 2.21: Displacement (left) and MIPE (right) contours of the isogeometric shell analysis
results of the modified wind turbine blade.
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Figure 2.22: The comparison of the MIPE contour distributions of the original (left) and
modified (right) designs.
2.2.5 Parametric design modification
The design of the NREL Phase VI wind turbine blade can be easily modified to have a
larger root by using the parametric design user interface as shown in Figures 2.19. Figure 2.20
shows an overlapping of the original and modified designs, where the red wireframe represents
the new geometry, and the black wireframe represents the original geometry. After following
the same platform steps, the new deformation and MIPE results are shown in Figure 2.21.
Figure 2.22 shows the comparison of MIPE between the redesigned and original cases. The
maximum value of MIPE of the whole blade drops by 18.4% compared to the original design,
and the maximum displacement decreases by 11.7%. This illustrates how the structural design
improvements may be achieved within the same IGA design-through-analysis platform.
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CHAPTER 3. DIRECT IMMERSOGEOMETRIC FLUID FLOW
ANALYSIS USING B-REP MODELS
The idea of immersogeometric analysis [62, 136] is to immerse a design object, such as a
B-rep CAD model, directly into a locally refined, non-boundary-fitted background fluid mesh
to avoid the challenges associated with geometry cleanup, mesh generation and mesh manip-
ulation. In B-reps, a CAD solid model is represented using the set of faces that make up its
boundary surfaces. The geometric descriptions of these faces can be categorized into two types:
parametric and analytic surfaces. Generally, parametric surfaces are represented by NURBS
surfaces. Analytic surfaces—which include planes, cones, spheres, and tori—are described using
algebraic equations. In this chapter, we present the development of a geometric preprocessing
framework for immersogeometric analysis and apply it to the simulation of flow around analytic
and NURBS-based B-rep CAD models.
3.1 Immersogeometric Analysis
The key features of immersogeometric fluid flow analysis include a variational multiscale
(VMS) formulation of incompressible flow [8, 52, 53, 55], the weakly enforced Dirichlet boundary
conditions on the surface of the immersed objects [12, 136], and the adaptively refined quadra-
ture rules for faithfully capturing the geometry in intersected background elements. The last
is critical for accurate immersogeometric fluid flow analysis, as shown in Xu et al. [136].
3.1.1 Variational multiscale formulation
Let Ω (subsets of Rd, d ∈ {2, 3}) denote the spatial domain and Γ be its boundary. Consider
a collection of disjoint elements {Ωe}, ∪eΩe ⊂ Rd, with closures covering the fluid domain:
Ω ⊂ ∪eΩe. Note that Ωe is not necessarily a subset of Ω. Let Vhu and Vhp be the discrete
velocity and pressure spaces of functions supported on these elements. The VMS discretization
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of the Navier–Stokes equations of incompressible flows is stated as: Find fluid velocity uh ∈ Vhu
and pressure ph ∈ Vhp such that for all test functions wh ∈ Vhu and qh ∈ Vhp :
BVMS
(
{wh, qh}, {uh, ph}
)
− FVMS
(
{wh, qh}
)
= 0 , (3.1)
where
BVMS
(
{wh, qh}, {uh, ph}
)
=
∫
Ω
wh · ρ
(
∂uh
∂t
+ uh · ∇uh
)
dΩ
+
∫
Ω
ε(wh) : σ
(
uh, ph
)
dΩ +
∫
Ω
qh∇ · uhdΩ
−
∑
e
∫
Ωe∩Ω
(
uh · ∇wh + ∇q
h
ρ
)
· u′dΩ
−
∑
e
∫
Ωe∩Ω
p′∇ ·whdΩ
+
∑
e
∫
Ωe∩Ω
wh · (u′ · ∇uh)dΩ
−
∑
e
∫
Ωe∩Ω
∇wh
ρ
:
(
u′ ⊗ u′) dΩ
+
∑
e
∫
Ωe∩Ω
(
u′ · ∇wh
)
τ ·
(
u′ · ∇uh
)
dΩ , (3.2)
and
FVMS
(
{wh, qh}
)
=
∫
Ω
wh · ρ fdΩ +
∫
ΓN
wh · hdΓ . (3.3)
In (3.2), u′ is defined as
u′ = −τM
(
ρ
(
∂uh
∂t
+ uh · ∇uh − f
)
−∇ · σ
(
uh, ph
))
(3.4)
and p′ is given by
p′ = −ρ τC∇ · uh . (3.5)
In the above equations, ρ is the density of the fluid, f is the external force per unit mass,
σ and ε are the stress and strain-rate tensors, respectively, and h is the traction vector at
the Neumann boundary ΓN . The terms integrated over element interiors may be interpreted
both as stabilization and as a turbulence model [8, 23, 48, 53, 124, 127]. τM, τC and τ are the
stabilization parameters. Their detailed expression used in this work are
τM =
(
Ct
∆t2
+ u ·G u + CI ν2 G : G
)−1/2
, (3.6)
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τC = (τM tr G)
−1 , (3.7)
τ =
(
u′ ·G u′)−1/2 , (3.8)
where ∆t is the time-step size, CI is a positive constant derived from an appropriate element-
wise inverse estimate [22, 33, 60], ν = µ/ρ is the kinematic viscosity, G generalizes the notion
of element size to physical elements mapped from a parametric parent element by x(ξ):
Gij =
d∑
k=1
∂ξk
∂xi
∂ξk
∂xj
, (3.9)
tr G is the trace of G, and the parameter Ct is typically equal to 4 [8, 127].
3.1.2 Variationally consistent weak boundary conditions
The standard way of imposing Dirichlet boundary conditions in Eq. (3.1) is to enforce them
strongly by ensuring that they are satisfied by all trial solution functions. This is not feasible
in immersed methods. Instead, the strong enforcement is replaced by weakly enforced Dirichlet
boundary conditions proposed by Bazilevs et al. [12–14]. The semi-discrete problem becomes
BVMS
(
{wh, qh}, {uh, ph}
)
− FVMS
(
{wh, qh}
)
−
∫
ΓD
wh ·
(
−ph n + 2µε(uh) n
)
dΓ
−
∫
ΓD
(
2µε(wh) n + qh n
)
·
(
uh − g
)
dΓ
−
∫
ΓD,−
wh · ρ
(
uh · n
)(
uh − g
)
dΓ
+
∫
ΓD
τBTAN
(
wh −
(
wh · n
)
n
)
·
((
uh − g
)
−
((
uh − g
)
· n
)
n
)
dΓ
+
∫
ΓD
τBNOR
(
wh · n
)((
uh − g
)
· n
)
dΓ = 0 , (3.10)
where ΓD is the Dirichlet boundary that may cut through element interiors, ΓD,− is the inflow
part of ΓD, on which uh · n < 0, g is the prescribed velocity on ΓD, τBTAN and τBNOR are
stabilization parameters that need to be chosen element-wise as a compromise between the
conditioning of the stiffness matrix, variational consistency, and the stability of the formulation.
For immersogeometric methods, weakly enforced boundary conditions are particularly at-
tractive as the additional Nitsche terms (the third to last terms on the left-hand side of
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Eq. (3.10)) are formulated independently of the mesh. In contrast to strong enforcement,
which relies on boundary-fitted meshes to impose Dirichlet boundary conditions on the dis-
crete solution space, the Nitsche terms also hold for intersected elements, where the domain
boundary does not coincide with element boundaries. All that is needed is a separate discretiza-
tion of the domain boundary with quadrature rules whose positions of the quadrature points
in intersected elements is known or can be determined. In Xu et al. [136], the geometry of
the object was described by the stereolithography (STL) format, which uses polygons (mostly
triangles) to discretize (tessellate) the object surface. However, modern CAD models are typ-
ically described using B-reps, and the conversion from B-reps to STL is not trivial, especially
when the geometry is not “watertight”. In this work, we tackle this issue by performing the
surface integration of the weak boundary conditions directly using B-rep model information.
This novel approach eliminates the need for a different discretization of the object surface and
allows use of the actual CAD model directly for the purpose of immersogeometric analysis.
This approach also shares the same philosophy with isogeometric analysis [27, 51]—bridging
the gap between design and analysis.
Another advantage of weakly enforced Dirichlet boundary conditions is the release of the
point-wise no-slip condition at the boundary of the fluid domain. Although maybe counterin-
tuitive at first sight, some violation of the no-slip boundary condition is in fact desirable, as
it allows the flow to slip on the solid surface and imitates the presence of the thin boundary
layer that typically needs to be resolved with spatial refinement. It was shown in Bazilevs
et al. [14] and Hsu et al. [46] that weak boundary conditions allow for an accurate over-
all flow solution even if the mesh size in the wall-normal direction is relatively large. Weak
enforcement of Dirichlet boundary conditions also provides special benefits in turbulent flow
simulation [13, 14]. In the immersogeometric method, the fluid mesh is arbitrarily cut by the
object boundary, leaving a boundary layer discretization of inferior quality compared to the
boundary-fitted counterpart. However, it was shown in Xu et al. [136] that accurate laminar
and turbulent flow solutions were obtained using the immersogeometric method with a mesh
resolution and refinement pattern comparable to the boundary-fitted mesh used to obtain the
reference values.
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Figure 3.1: The concept of physical and fictitious domains and quadrature scheme based on
adaptive sub-cells (blue lines). Quadrature points within the fluid domain (marked in pink) are
used in the numerical integration. Quadrature points outside (marked in green) are discarded.
3.1.3 Sub-cell-based adaptive quadrature
The immersogeometric method introduces elements that are intersected by the geometric
boundary, which creates complex, discontinuous integration domains in intersected elements.
To ensure geometrically accurate evaluation of volume integrals in intersected elements, we use
a sub-cell-based adaptive quadrature scheme [32, 136]. The basic concept is to increase the
number of quadrature points around immersed geometric boundaries so that arbitrary integra-
tion domains resulting from the intersecting boundary can be taken into account accurately.
This is achieved by recursively splitting intersected cells into sub-elements. At each level, only
those sub-elements intersected by the boundary are further split. For clarity, we illustrate the
quadrature scheme based on adaptive sub-cells for triangles in 2D in Figure 3.1. We emphasize
that splitting is performed on the quadrature level only and does not affect the basis functions,
which are still defined on the original tetrahedral element.
3.1.4 Time integration and solution strategies
We complete the discretization of Eq. (3.10) by a time integration scheme from the family
of generalized-α methods [10, 25, 57], which is a fully-implicit, second-order accurate method
with control over the dissipation of high-frequency modes. At each time step, the solution
of a nonlinear algebraic problem is required. We directly apply Newton–Raphson iterations
(with an approximate tangent) to converge the residual of this algebraic problem. For each
Newton–Raphson iteration, the linear system is solved using a block-diagonal preconditioned
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GMRES method [96, 110]. The computations reported in this work are carried out in a parallel
computing environment on Linux clusters. A description of our parallelization strategy can be
found in Hsu et al. [45] and a strong linear scaling of the immersogeometric method was shown
in Xu et al. [136]. The mesh is partitioned into subdomains using METIS [63], and each
subdomain is assigned to a processor core.
3.2 Rapid B-rep Model Preprocessing for Immersogeometric Analysis
As mentioned earlier, a B-rep solid model is represented using the set of faces that make up
its boundary surfaces. The geometric descriptions of these faces can be categorized into para-
metric and analytic surfaces. Generally, parametric surfaces are represented by NURBS and
analytic surfaces, which include planes, cones, spheres, and tori, are described using algebraic
equations. Note that a cylindrical surface is considered a special case of a conical surface. In
addition, the B-rep data also includes information regarding the topology of the CAD model:
the connectivity between the faces. This information is used to create watertight, 2-manifold,
tessellations of the CAD model.
Using traditional NURBS surfaces to represent B-rep faces restricts them to topologically
rectangular sheets; they are not very flexible, especially when it comes to representing surfaces
that are not rectangular or those with holes or complex local geometries that arise due to
Boolean operations. As a result, the NURBS patches are typically trimmed, discarding a
portion of the surface defined in the parametric domain. An example of a trimmed NURBS
surface in a CAD model is shown in Figure 3.2(a). The trimming information is defined in the
2D parametric domain of the surface (Figure 3.2(b)). Typically, trim curves are represented
as directed closed loops; the direction of the loop determines which side of the trim curve to
cut away. There can also be multiple loops per surface, one defining the boundary and others
defining interior holes, or even holes within holes. In conventional CAD B-reps, there is at least
one trim curve that bounds the valid surface region for every surface (even if it is the trivial
outer boundary) in order to have a consistent representation.
In reality, CAD models of synthetic objects usually have many flat features with rounded
corners. These are represented internally in the CAD system using analytic surfaces rather than
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(a) Trimmed NURBS surface.
Vertex[2] Vertex[1] 
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(b) Parametric trim curves.
Figure 3.2: Example surface represented using trimmed NURBS. The trim curves are defined
in the parametric space and, depending on the orientation of the curves, part of the NURBS
surface is trimmed
NURBS surfaces, since they can be easily manipulated by the solid modeling kernel and can
be stored in a compact manner. Converting these features to NURBS usually leads to poorly
parametrized NURBS surfaces and can lead to poorly trimmed or missing surface features.
In addition, converting simple geometries such as cylinders to NURBS imposes a performance
penalty since these geometries have to be dealt with as rational splines. As a result, the
geometry has to be inspected again after conversion to ensure analysis compatibility and can
increase the computational cost.
In this dissertation, we extend the immersogeometric method from requiring tessellation of
the object surface [136] to generating surface quadrature information directly using parametric
and analytic surfaces. We develop quadrature rules for parametric surface and all four kinds
of analytic surfaces: planes, cones, spheres, and tori. We also develop methods for performing
adaptive quadrature on trimmed parametric and analytic surfaces.
3.2.1 Surface quadrature in trimmed NURBS patches
The Dirichlet boundary conditions on the surfaces are imposed weakly in the immersoge-
ometric method. This method requires the evaluation of the surface integrals on the object
surfaces. Practically, these weak boundary conditions are evaluated at the surface Gaussian
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Figure 3.3: Sub-cell-based adaptive quadrature is used to more accurately evaluate the integrals
near the trim curves. In each level, the Gaussian quadrature points (shown in red) that lie
outside the trim curves are discarded. The Gaussian quadrature points after two levels of
adaptive quadrature sub-cell refinement are shown on the right.
quadrature points. For untrimmed NURBS surfaces, the parameterization of an untrimmed
NURBS surface is based on the tensor product of the knot locations along the u and v paramet-
ric directions. The tensor product parametric domain is usually divided at the knot locations
to generate separate elements for the surface quadrature for each knot span. However, in the
presence of trimmed NURBS surfaces, the surface quadrature points need to be checked if they
lie inside the trim curves of the surface. In addition, for accurate evaluation of the function
near the trim curve, the surface needs to be adaptively sampled around the trim curve.
The adaptive quadrature for trimmed NURBS is implemented by firstly dividing the base
untrimmed NURBS surface patches into quadrature elements for each knot span. The Gaussian
quadrature points for each quadrature element are generated in the parametric space. The
parametric location of each Gauss point is then tested using the trim curves to classify them
as inside or outside the trimmed-out section of the quadrature element. Those quadrature
elements that have some Gauss points outside the trimmed-out section (inside the trimmed
surface) are recursively refined using the sub-cell approach, and the process is repeated with
new Gauss quadrature points generated inside each refined quadrature element. This approach
is illustrated in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.4: Analytic surfaces: plane, cone (cylinder), sphere, and torus. A sub-cell is red
shaded for each analytic surface.
3.2.2 Surface quadrature in trimmed analytic surfaces
The algebraic equations for different types of analytic surfaces represent the mappings of
a region of the uv parametric plane into the Euclidean three-dimensional space. An arbitrary
3D point of an analytic surface can be represented by a combination of the two parameters u
and v in the algebraic equation. The parametric domain is divided into quadrature elements
for surface integrals.
3.2.2.1 Planar surface
For an untrimmed planar surface, the algebraic equation is
S(u, v) = o + u u + v v , (3.11)
where o is the origin of the plane and u and v are the basis vectors in a right-handed coordinate
system (u,v,n). n is the normal vector of this planar surface and is defined as the cross product
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of the two basis vectors, u× v. For surface integrals, a sub-cell of a planar surface is based on
the subsets of the real number domains along both u and v directions. A typical sub-cell of
the planar surface is shown in Figure 3.4(a).
3.2.2.2 Conical and cylindrical surfaces
For an untrimmed conical surface, the algebraic equation is
S(u, v) = cbase + (1 + u sin θ/R) vbase(v) + u cos θ nbase , (3.12)
where cbase is the base ellipse center, nbase is the unit vector in the normal direction of the
base ellipse, R is the half length of the major axis of the base ellipse, and vbase(v) is the vector
from the base ellipse center to the base ellipse point at a given value of v. Let u be the unit
vector along the generator of the cone with parameter u increasing in the direction of nbase.
The latitude metric u has a singular value if there is an apex. Let v be the unit vector along
the base ellipse according to the right-hand rule around nbase. The longitude metric v has a
domain [−pi, pi), which is periodic. The normal vector n of this conical surface is defined as
−u × v. θ has the magnitude of the half angle of the cone. θ > 0 if u · vbase > 0 and θ < 0
if u · vbase < 0. θ has a domain between [−pi/2, pi/2). Note that the conical surface becomes
a cylinder when θ = 0 and a planar surface when θ = −pi/2. A typical sub-cell of a conical
surface is shown in Figure 3.4(b).
3.2.2.3 Spherical surface
For an untrimmed spherical surface, the algebraic equation is
S(u, v) = c + r sinu p + r cosu(cos v q + sin v r) , (3.13)
where c is the sphere center, r is the sphere radius, p is the unit vector in the direction from
the south pole to the north pole, q is the unit vector in the direction from the center to the
origin of the parametric space, and r = p × q. Let u be the unit vector along the longitude
line of the sphere with parameter u defined as the angle between the vector from the center to
the test point and the equatorial plane. The latitude metric u increases from the south pole
to the north pole and has a domain between [−pi/2, pi/2). Let v be the unit vector along the
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latitude line of the sphere according to the right-hand rule around p. The longitude metric v
has a domain between [−pi, pi), which is periodic. The normal vector n of this spherical surface
is defined as −u× v. A typical sub-cell of a spherical surface is shown in Figure 3.4(c).
3.2.2.4 Toroidal surface
For an untrimmed toroidal surface, the algebraic equation is
S(u, v) = c + r sinu p + (R+ r cosu)(cos v q + sin v r) , (3.14)
where c is the torus center, r is the minor radius, R is the major radius, p is the unit vector
along the torus axis, q is the unit vector in the direction from the center to the origin of the
parametric space, and r = p× q. Let u be the unit vector along the poloidal direction of the
torus with parameter u increasing in the direction of the axis p. u = 0 is the circle with the
largest radius (R+ r) relative to c. Let v be the unit vector along the toroidal direction of the
torus according to the right-hand rule around p. Both the latitude metric u and the longitude
metric v have the same domain between [−pi, pi), which are periodic. The normal vector n of
this toroidal surface is defined as −u × v. A typical sub-cell of a toroidal surface is shown in
Figure 3.4(d).
3.2.2.5 Sub-cell-based adaptive quadrature for trimmed analytic surfaces
To evaluate the quadrature points for a trimmed analytic surface, the untrimmed surface
patch is evenly divided into quadrature elements along both parametric directions. The number
of the quadrature elements is based on the physical Euclidean edge length along each paramet-
ric direction. Hence, the largest sub-cell will not exceed a user-defined element size. After the
untrimmed domain is divided into quadrature elements, a three-point Gauss–Legendre quadra-
ture rule in each parametric direction is used for the generation of the surface quadrature points
in the parametric space for all of these surface quadrature elements. Note that the determi-
nants of Jacobian for the quadrature points are evaluated directly using the ratio of the areas
of the sub-cells in the physical and parametric spaces. In addition, patches that include degen-
erate points (such as the pole of a sphere or a cone vertex) need not be specifically handled,
since the quadrature points are generated only on the interior of the analytic surface patches.
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Figure 3.5: Standard Gaussian quadrature for a trimmed surface.
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Figure 3.6: Sub-cell-based adaptive quadrature is used for a better evaluation of the surface
integral of a trimmed surface.
The quadrature points are tested whether they lie inside the trimmed region of the surface.
The inside quadrature points are used for the evaluation of the surface integral, while the out-
side quadrature points are discarded. This implementation of standard three-point Gaussian
quadrature rules on a trimmed analytic surface is shown in Figure 3.5.
In order to accurately evaluate the surface integral of a trimmed analytic surface, an adap-
tive quadrature method is implemented. The quadrature elements that are intersected by a
trim curve are identified and recursively refined. We make use of a 2D bounding box in the
parametric domain to perform this refinement. First, the bounding box of a trim curve is
checked whether it is fully inside or outside of the domain of a sub-cell, which is then used
to exclude curve segments that are completely outside. The sub-cell domain that completely
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contains the bounding box of a trim curve segment is further refined. However, if the bounding
box of the trim curve is not fully inside or outside of a sub-cell, a further test is required to
ensure the trim curve is correctly intersected with the boundary of the sub-cell. We check the
total number of the intersection points between all the trim curves and sub-cell boundary. If
there exists at least two intersection points, the sub-cell is recursively refined.
Figure 3.6(a) shows an example case for finding an intersected quadrature element (marked
in green) that needs to be subdivided. First, the bounding-box of the trim-curve (marked in
red) is found to be intersecting with the bottom-right sub-cell quadrature element. Next, the
number of intersection points between the sub-cell boundary and the trim curves are calculated.
In this example, there are two intersection points (marked in blue triangles). Hence, this sub-
cell is subdivided into 4 sub-cells. This process is recursively performed until a user-defined
subdivision level is reached. Figure 3.6(b) and 3.6(c) show the results of two different levels of
recursive subdivision for a trimmed patch.
3.2.3 Implementation on Rhino and SolidWorks
We firstly use Rhinoceros [90] (Rhino) and Grasshopper [41] to efficiently generate the
surface quadrature rules directly from B-rep models. As discussed in the previous chapter, a
generative algorithm designed in Grasshopper is written in terms of “components” with pre-
defined or user-defined functionality and “wire connections” between the components that serve
as conduits of input and output data. The large selection of pre-defined components gives
users access to complex geometric modeling functionality. A Grasshopper implementation
for generating Gaussian quadrature rules on untrimmed and trimmed patches is shown in
Figure 3.7. The visual program executes the following steps:
• Component 1 reads in a B-rep model. Note that the orientation of the surfaces should be
facing towards the interior of the object (so that the normal vector is pointing outward
of the fluid domain).
• Component 2 takes the B-rep surfaces from 1 (Srf), builds quadrature elements on each
untrimmed patch, adaptively refines quadrature elements near trim curves, and applies
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Figure 3.7: The implementation for generating surface quadrature rules directly from B-rep
models.
standard Gaussian quadrature rules on each quadrature element. The component then
calculates the physical location, Gauss weight, Jacobian determinant of the parameter-
to-physical-space mapping, and the normal vector of each Gauss point (Pts), and finds
the location of each Gaussian quadrature point in the parametric space (Par).
• Component 3, which is a Grasshopper built-in function called Point in Trim, takes the
B-rep data from 1 (S) and parametric location of the Gaussian quadrature points from
2 (P), and determines whether the points are inside or outside the trim curves using the
input B-rep data. A flag is assigned to each point as a result of the inside-outside test.
Using this pre-defined component, the users do not need to know the details of the B-rep
data structure.
• Component 4 takes the Gaussian quadrature rules from 2 (Pts) and the corresponding
inside-outside flags from 3, then only outputs the surface quadrature points inside the
trim curves with the required information for immersogeometric analysis. The output
data on each Gauss point includes its physical location (used to locate the point in the
background mesh), Gauss weight, Jacobian determinant of the mapping, and the normal
vector (pointing towards the interior of the object). This information allows the user to
integrate over the trimmed surfaces of the B-rep CAD model.
Another example is demonstrated using SolidWorks [113] and ACIS solid modeling ker-
nel [115] to efficiently generate the surface quadrature points for both NURBS and analytic
surfaces directly from B-rep models. SolidWorks is a widely used CAD software and ACIS is
a commercial CAD modeling kernel. The ACIS kernel additionally includes methods that can
be used to read and interpret the equations of analytic surfaces. The software implementation
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Figure 3.8: SolidWorks plug-in for generating surface quadrature rules directly from a B-rep
model using ACIS kernel. The surface parameterization of the object is shown on the right.
of the generation of sub-cell-based adaptive quadrature points on analytic surfaces is shown in
Figure 3.8. The implementation of the parametric surface using ACIS kernel is similar to the
Grasshopper implementation.
3.2.4 Voxel-based non-boundary-fitted mesh generation
In the immersogeometric method, the mesh for the fluid domain needs to be suitably refined
near the surfaces of the immersed object in order to accurately capture the flow in the boundary
layer surrounding the object. For traditional boundary-fitted mesh generation, the surface
tessellation can be used to control the size of the mesh in the region close to the surface.
However, in the immersogeometric analysis, since the immersed object is not tessellated, the
size of the immersed mesh needs to be controlled using other methods.
In this work, we propose a voxel-based approach for controlling the size of the fluid-domain
mesh near the surfaces of the immersed object. For the generation of the non-boundary-fitted
tetrahedral mesh, the boundary voxels of a coarse voxelization of the CAD model are used
for the local refinement. The voxels are considered as individual axis-aligned bounding-boxes
(AABBs) that can be used to set the maximum mesh sizes for the tetrahedral fluid-domain
mesh. The boundary voxels are identified based on whether there are surface Gauss points
inside them. The boundary voxels specify the regions that are near the immersed boundary
where sufficient local refinement is needed to accurately capture the fluid boundary layer.
To implement this method, we use the functionality of “SizeBox” in ANSA [18], which is a
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Figure 3.9: Visualization of a coarse voxelization of the CAD models used for local refinement
of the immersed mesh. A fine voxelization is used for point membership classification.
commercial mesh generator. In ANSA, this function constrains the maximum length of the
tetrahedral elements within each SizeBox. The 3D tetrahedral mesh is generated using the
“TetraCFD” mesh generation algorithm, which is based on the advancing-front mesh-generation
method [80].
A visualization of the boundary voxels used in one of our B-rep test models (torpedo) is
shown on the left in Figure 3.9; this particular torpedo model has 734 boundary voxels. Since
the SizeBox will only constrain the maximum length of the tetrahedral elements that are fully
inside the AABBs of the boundary voxel, the dimension of SizeBox should be larger than the
element size near the immersed object. The non-boundary-fitted tetrahedral mesh using these
boundary voxels is shown later in Figure 3.18(b). The element size near the object surfaces
is 0.04, while the voxel dimension is 0.1, which is 2.5 times larger. The tetrahedral elements,
which are arbitrarily intersected with the immersed body, are sufficiently refined within each
voxel. This locally refined non-boundary-fitted mesh is suitable for immersogeometric fluid-flow
analysis.
3.2.5 GPU-accelerated point membership classification
To perform sub-cell-based adaptive quadrature for immersogeometric analysis, the mesh
vertices of the background mesh as well as the 3D quadrature points need to be classified as
being inside or outside the immersed object. We perform this operation by creating a finely
sampled voxelization of the CAD object as a preprocessing step. We then consider these voxels
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Figure 3.10: Visualization of coarse voxelization of CAD models. A fine voxelization is used
for point membership classification.
as individual AABBs, which can then be used to perform the point membership classification
during immersogeometric analysis.
To create the voxelized representation of the CAD model, we construct a grid of voxels in
the region occupied by the object. We then make use of a rendering-based approach to classify
the voxel centers as being inside or outside the object. Using this method on the GPU, a fine
voxelization of the model (up to 1 billion voxels) with a relative voxel size of 0.001, can be
generated (Figure 3.10). This resolution is fine enough to perform immersogeometric point
membership classification for standard CAD models.
A 2D example of the method is shown in Figure 3.11; the method directly extends to 3D.
The CAD model is rendered slice-by-slice by clipping it. Each pixel of this clipped model is
then used to classify the voxel corresponding to the slice as being inside or outside the CAD
model. This is performed by counting the number of fragments that were rendered in each pixel
using the stencil buffer on the GPU. After the clipped model has been rendered, an odd value
in the stencil buffer indicates that the voxel on the particular slice is inside the CAD model,
and vice versa. The process is then repeated by clipping the model with a plane that is offset
by the voxel size. Once all the slices have been classified, we can get the complete voxelized
representation of the CAD model.
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Figure 3.11: Performing point membership classification in 2D using GPU rendering. A clipped
CAD model is rendered slice-by-slice and the the number of rendered pixels is counted. The
pixels that are rendered an odd number of times in each slice are inside the object.
We make use of the method developed by Krishnamurthy et al. [71] to directly evaluate and
render the NURBS surfaces in the model using the GPU. The B-rep model is first decomposed
into its component surfaces. If the surface is a flat or a cylindrical surface, it is converted into
triangles with a very fine resolution that is less than one-tenth of the voxelization resolution.
All other surfaces are converted into NURBS and are evaluated using the GPU while rendering.
Each surface is rendered successively to an off-screen framebuffer and the stencil buffer is used
to classify the voxels corresponding to the slice as being inside or outside as explained above.
Hence the model is rendered once for each slice to classify the voxelization.
The time taken to perform the classification is the sum of the time taken to evaluate the
NURBS surfaces in the model once and the total time taken to render each slice. As an example,
the total time taken to evaluate the NURBS surfaces in the tractor model in Section 3.3.3
considered is 3.80 seconds, while the time taken to classify 558,458,880 (1120 × 784 × 636)
voxels is 22.93 seconds. At the same time, the analytic surfaces of the immersed model are
converted into triangles with a very fine resolution that is less than one-tenth of the resolution
of the immersed mesh. The time taken to perform the point membership classification is the
sum of the time taken to evaluate the analytic surfaces in the model and the total time taken
to render each slice. For example, the total time taken to evaluate the analytic surfaces in
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the finest model of the torpedo shape in Section 3.3.2 is 0.06 second, while the time taken to
classify the 778,284,864 (1204× 804× 804) voxels is 28.83 seconds. These timings are obtained
by running our point membership classification algorithm on a MacBook Pro with a 2.7 GHz
processor, 16 GB RAM, and a NVIDIA GeForce GT 650M GPU.
3.3 Direct Immersogeometric Fluid Flow Analysis using B-rep Models
In this section, we apply our B-rep-based immersogeometric method to the simulations of
flow around bluff bodies. We first consider simple B-rep models of a sphere as a benchmark
study to investigate and compare the influence of trimmed parametric and analytic surfaces
on the immersogeometric fluid flow analysis. We then perform simulations of a benchmark
simulation of flow over a torpedo shape made of analytic surfaces and compare it to the same
model made up of NURBS surfaces. Quantities of interest such as drag coefficient are in good
agreement with the boundary-fitted mesh of the same geometry. Finally, we use a native B-
rep NURBS-based CAD model of a full-scale agriculture tractor to demonstrate the accuracy
and efficiency of our immersogeometric approach for the analysis of industrial-scale ground
vehicle aerodynamics. We also perform an aerodynamic analysis of a full-scale commercial
truck that has a large percentage of analytic surfaces. Using analytic surfaces over NURBS
avoids unnecessary surface type conversion and significantly reduces model-preprocessing time,
while providing the same accuracy for the aerodynamic quantities of interest.
3.3.1 Benchmark: Flow around a sphere
To assess the accuracy of the proposed method, we first perform computations of the bench-
mark problem of flow over a sphere represented using NURBS-based B-reps. Figure 3.12(a)–(c)
shows the three different B-rep models of a sphere considered in this study. These models are
directly used to generate the surface quadrature rules with using a same fluid domain dis-
cretization. In the first column, the surface of the sphere is tessellated with linear triangles
and the geometry accuracy depends on the surface element size. The second column shows the
sphere modeled using one untrimmed quadratic NURBS patch. Note that the sphere geometry
is exact at the coarsest parametric level. The third column shows the sphere modeled using
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(a) Triangulated mesh. (b) Untrimmed patch. (c) Trimmed patch. (d) Case (c) with AQ.
Figure 3.12: (a)–(c) The three different B-rep models of a sphere considered in this study. The
first row is the Level 1 quadrature element level and the second row is Level 2 quadrature
element refinement. The triangulated mesh sizes are 0.16 and 0.08 and three quadrature points
are used for each linear triangle. Nine quadrature points (three in each parametric direction)
are used for each untrimmed quadrature element on the NURBS surface. (d) Addition of two
levels of adaptive quadrature (AQ) sub-cells to the quadrature elements near the trim curves.
two trimmed quadratic NURBS surfaces. This allows us to study the effect of using trimmed
patches in immersogeometric flow analysis.
To investigate the required surface quadrature density for the flow around a sphere problem,
we consider different levels of quadrature element refinement. The first row in Figure 3.12(a)–
(c) shows the coarsest quadrature level (Level 1) considered for each B-rep model. The cases
shown in the second row are after one level of quadrature element refinement (Level 2). For
the tessellated surface, the quadrature element refinement requires remeshing the surface using
finer triangles to improve the geometry resolution. However, for the NURBS models, since
the geometry is exact at the coarsest level, we refine the quadrature elements using a sub-cell
approach without further discretization. At each new level, a quadrature element is split into
four sub-cells, each assigned as the new quadrature elements. Standard Gaussian quadrature
rule is applied to the quadrature elements. This approach is consistent and can be combined
with the adaptive quadrature. We first uniformly refine the quadrature elements on the entire
patch, i.e., we apply the same quadrature element refinement level to all of the NURBS elements
(defined by knot spans). This is due to the necessity of having sufficient surface quadrature
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Figure 3.13: Drag coefficient convergence associated with surface quadrature element densities.
The triangulated surfaces cover mesh sizes from 0.08 to 0.005. The drag coefficients converge
to 1.0945. The untrimmed and trimmed NURBS surface cases considered include Level 3 to
Level 6 quadrature element refinements. The drag coefficients converge to 1.0940.
point density for immersogeometric analysis. One can then adaptively refine the quadrature
elements near the trim curves for improving the accuracy of the surface integration lost due to
trimming. Figure 3.12(d) shows the Level 1 and Level 2 quadrature elements of the trimmed
NURBS sphere with two levels of adaptive quadrature sub-cells applied near the trim curves.
Figure 3.13 shows the drag coefficient CD for flow around a sphere at Re = 100, computed
with our immersogeometric method using different B-rep models of the sphere, each with several
levels of surface quadrature refinement. The drag force was evaluated using the variationally
consistent conservative definition of traction [7]. The triangulated surfaces cover mesh sizes
from 0.08 to 0.005. The results show that taking more levels of surface quadrature element
refinement converges the CD to 1.0945, which is consistent with the value reported in Xu et al.
[136]. Figure 3.13(a) also shows that choosing a similar element size between the immersed
surface and the background mesh may be sufficient when a triangulated surface mesh and
tetrahedral background elements are used. For the untrimmed and trimmed NURBS spheres,
Level 3 to Level 6 quadrature element refinements without adaptivity near the trim curves are
considered. Figure 3.13(b) shows that even though the drag coefficients between untrimmed
and trimmed NURBS are slightly different at Level 3 and Level 4, this discrepancy disappears
at Level 5 and Level 6. The drag coefficients for both spheres converge to 1.0940.
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Comparing Figure 3.13(a) and (b), the CD convergence curves show a very similar trend
when comparable numbers of surface quadrature points are used. In fact, the triangulated
surface converges faster than the NURBS surfaces. We believe this is because triangulated
sphere has more evenly distributed surface elements while, due to the degenerate points and
surface curvature, NURBS spheres have larger size variation between elements. The results
show that the immersogeometric method is sensitive to the density and distribution of the
surface quadrature points in the background mesh. It may be more efficient to refine the
quadrature elements based on their physical element size. Comparing Figure 3.13(a) and (b)
also reveals that when sufficiently dense surface quadrature points are used, the converged
drag coefficients are slightly different when triangulated or NURBS surfaces are used. Since
the background meshes are identical in all cases, this difference is likely caused by the geometric
error when triangular tessellation of the curved surfaces is used (note that the NURBS geometry
is exact).
Using denser and better distributed surface quadrature points increases the accuracy of the
surface integration in the background mesh, which directly links to the accurate evaluation
of the weak enforcement of Dirichlet boundary conditions. This can be seen in Figure 3.14,
which shows the velocity magnitude contour of the immersogeometric results computed using
untrimmed NURBS B-rep model with three and five levels of surface quadrature element re-
finement. Figure 3.13(b) shows that Level 5 produces a correct prediction of CD while Level 3
presents a large error. It can be clearly seen from Figure 3.14(a) that due to the lack of sur-
face quadrature point resolution in the background fluid mesh, the (weakly enforced) Dirichlet
boundary conditions are satisfied poorly and the flow solutions near the boundary layer are
unstable. Figure 3.14(b) shows the correct flow field obtained when sufficiently fine surface
quadrature points are used. We conclude that an increased surface quadrature density is cru-
cial to achieving accurate flow solutions in the immersogeometric analysis.
The comparison between untrimmed and trimmed NURBS results in Figure 3.13(b) suggests
that with the sufficiently fine surface quadrature point density to obtain accurate flow solution,
the quadrature error introduced by trimming may be insignificant. To verify this, we add 1,
2 and 4 levels of adaptive quadrature sub-cells near the trim curves to improve the surface
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(a) Level 3. (b) Level 5.
Figure 3.14: Velocity magnitude contours of the immersogeometric result computed using
untrimmed NURBS B-rep model with three and five levels of surface quadrature element re-
finement.
integration accuracy lost due to trimming. The results are shown in Figure 3.15. At Level 4,
it can be clearly seen that using adaptive quadrature does influence the results. In fact, the
drag coefficient at Level 4 converges under the refinement of adaptive quadrature sub-cells, but
towards a value worse than the unrefined case. This may seem counterintuitive at first, but
the result implies that the unrefined case was “inaccurate” due to the surface quadrature error
caused by the trimming. The “correct” drag coefficient at this particular level for the trimmed
NURBS sphere is the one obtained using more accurate surface integration, improved by the
adaptive quadrature sub-cells.
At Level 5, when the drag coefficients are converged, Figure 3.15 shows that adding surface
adaptive quadrature sub-cells near the trim curves does not change the results. This confirms
that with the necessary density and distribution of surface quadrature points for accurate weak
enforcement of Dirichlet boundary conditions, the quadrature error near the trim curves is
negligible. As a result, it may not be necessary to use the adaptive quadrature to improve the
surface integration accuracy lost due to trimming, in the context of immersogeometric fluid
flow analysis. Using adaptive quadrature near the trim curves does improve the accuracy of
the surface integration. However, it also increases the evaluation time. Since using the required
level of surface quadrature element refinement already generates an accurate prediction of the
drag coefficient, we therefore do not use adaptive quadrature on the surface in favor of the
better efficiency.
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Figure 3.15: Drag coefficient predicted with our immersogeometric method using Level 4 and
Level 5 quadrature elements with 1, 2 and 4 levels of adaptive quadrature (AQ) sub-cells added
near the trim curves.
To investigate the required surface quadrature density for the flow around an analytic
spherical surface, we also consider different levels of surface quadrature refinement. A three-
point Gauss–Legendre quadrature rule in each parametric direction is applied to the quadrature
elements. However, the subdivision of the analytic surface into quadrature elements is different
from that of the NURBS parameterization used for the sphere. The subdivision of the analytic
surface is based on the uniform length scale in physical space, while the division of the NURBS
sphere is based on uniform knot spans, which in practice do not yield a uniform length in
physical space [51, Appendix B]. Figure 3.16 shows three levels of surface quadrature element
refinement on both analytic (red lines) and NURBS (blue lines) surfaces.
The results of the drag coefficient CD for the analytic spherical surface and the NURBS
surface for different levels of surface quadrature refinement (Level 3 to Level 6) are shown in
Figure 3.16. The results demonstrate that the density and distribution of the surface quadrature
points are crucial to apply the weak enforcement of Dirichlet boundary conditions and for
obtaining accurate flow solutions.
Finally, the study presented in this section shows that B-rep CAD models, with surface
quadrature rules generated using the method proposed in Section 3.2.3, are successfully and
directly employed in our immersogeometric fluid flow analysis.
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Figure 3.16: Comparison between analytic (red lines) and NURBS (blue lines) surfaces with
three levels of surface quadrature element refinement. Convergence of the Drag coefficient with
surface quadrature refinement. The drag coefficients converge to 1.094.
3.3.2 Benchmark: Flow around an object with trimmed analytic surfaces
In this section, we simulate the flow around a torpedo shaped object with a combination
of trimmed and untrimmed analytic surfaces to assess the accuracy of our analytic-surface-
based immersogeometric method. The torpedo shaped object consists of one trimmed spherical
surface, one untrimmed cylindrical surface, one untrimmed conical surface, and one trimmed
planar surface (Figure 3.8). The dimensions of the object are shown in Figure 3.17(a). In
order to compare these two immersogeometric approaches, the same object is then converted
to NURBS and immersed in the same background meshes. In addition, a boundary-fitted
tetrahedral-mesh-based CFD is simulated as a reference.
The simulation setup including the dimensions of the computational domain, the refinement
cylinder, and the boundary conditions is shown in Figure 3.17(b). Similar to the previous case,
all sizes are non-dimensional. The inflow velocity and the fluid density are set to be unity. The
characteristic length is chosen as the diameter of the front hemisphere and thus the Reynolds
number can be defined as the inverse of the viscosity, that is, Re = µ−1. In our simulations,
the viscosity is set to 0.01, so the flow around this object is at Re = 100. The no-slip boundary
condition is enforced weakly at the surfaces of the object.
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Figure 3.17: Top: Dimensions of the torpedo shaped object. Bottom: Computational domain,
refinement cylinder, boundary conditions, and the immersed object.
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(a) BM0 (b) IM0
Figure 3.18: Central cross-section of the coarsest boundary-fitted mesh (BM0) and the coarsest
immersogeometric mesh (IM0).
The mesh resolution near the surfaces of the object is critical to resolving the boundary
layers accurately. For this object, we discretize the fluid domain using linear tetrahedral el-
ements, due to their capability of efficiently generating a locally refined non-boundary-fitted
mesh around a complex object. Using the mesh generation method proposed in Section 3.2.4,
the boundary voxels are used to define the locations for local refinement. To have a fair compar-
ison, the same refinement strategy is also applied to the boundary-fitted mesh. The detailed
mesh statistics and the characteristic element sizes used in the four sets of boundary-fitted
meshes (BM0, BM1, BM2, and BM3) and immersogeometric meshes (IM0, IM1, IM2, and
IM3) are listed in Tables 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. The central cross-section of the two coarsest
meshes (BM0 and IM0) are shown in Figure 3.18. The difference in the number of elements in
the respective boundary-fitted and immersed meshes is less than 4%, making them comparable
for the simulations. In the BM0 and IM0 setup, the boundary voxels for Level 0 (blue) are
used to set the mesh size near the surfaces of the object (Figure 3.19(a)). In the BM1 and
IM1 setup, the boundary voxels for both Level 0 (blue) and Level 1 (green) are used to set
the mesh size near the surfaces of the object (Figure 3.19(b)). In general, for a Level n setup,
the boundary voxels of all levels until n are used to set the mesh size near the surfaces of the
object. A detailed listing of the different voxel sizes used for the local refinement for the four
cases is given in Table 3.3.
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(a) IM0 (b) IM1
Figure 3.19: Central cross-section of the immersogeometric mesh IM0 and IM1.
Table 3.1: Element sizes and CD in the boundary-fitted mesh around an object.
Mesh
Total number
of elements
Near object
element size
Refinement cylinder
element size
Outer box
element size
CD
BM0 277,996 0.04 0.4 1.4 1.197
BM1 911,371 0.02 0.2 1.2 1.190
BM2 3,453,690 0.01 0.1 1.0 1.186
BM3 15,731,430 0.005 0.05 0.8 1.185
Table 3.2: Element sizes and drag coefficients in the immersogeometric mesh around an object.
Mesh
Effective
number
of elements
Near object
element size
Refinement
cylinder
element size
Outer box
element size
CD
Analytic
CD
NURBS
IM0 277,493 0.04 0.4 1.4 1.211 1.210
IM1 883,216 0.02 0.2 1.2 1.194 1.194
IM2 3,317,197 0.01 0.1 1.0 1.187 1.187
IM3 15,174,511 0.005 0.05 0.8 1.185 1.185
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Table 3.3: Voxel-based SizeBox used in the mesh refinement around the object.
Mesh
Voxel size
(element size)
Level 0
Voxel size
(element size)
Level 1
Voxel size
(element size)
Level 2
Voxel size
(element size)
Level 3
IM0/BM0 0.1 (0.04) – – –
IM1/BM1 0.1 (0.04) 0.05 (0.02) – –
IM2/BM2 0.1 (0.04) 0.05 (0.02) 0.025 (0.01) –
IM3/BM3 0.1 (0.04) 0.05 (0.02) 0.025 (0.01) 0.0125 (0.005)
In this example, we again use sub-cell-based adaptive quadrature to handle the intersected
tetrahedral elements for the immersogeometric meshes. As shown in Xu et al. [136], two levels of
adaptive quadrature provide a reasonable balance between the accuracy and computational cost
for the immersogeometric analysis. Meanwhile, as shown in 3.3.1, setting the surface quadrature
element size the same as the volume element size near the object can ensure sufficient surface
quadrature point density for the immersogeometric flow analysis of trimmed patches. The
maximum quadrature element sizes used in all the cases are the same as their corresponding
tetrahedral element sizes near the object.
All simulations are performed with a time-step size of 0.01. In each case, the simulation is
continued until the steady state is reached. Figure 3.20 shows that the drag coefficients CD for
both the boundary-fitted and the analytic-surface-based immersogeometric analysis converge
to 1.185 using the finest meshes. The numerical values of the drag coefficients for the two cases
are also listed in Tables 3.1 and 3.2, respectively. The velocity magnitude contours for these
two cases are compared in Figure 3.21 to demonstrate the quality of the flow solution.
Note that for the immersogeometric cases, the difference in the drag coefficients using the
analytic surfaces and the NURBS surfaces is less than 0.001 for all levels of mesh refinement.
However, as shown in Figure 3.22, the time taken to evaluate the surface Gauss points for
the analytic surfaces is approximately 3 times faster than that of the NURBS surfaces. These
results demonstrate that immersogeometric fluid-flow analysis using trimmed analytic surfaces,
with surface quadrature rules generated using the method proposed in Section 3.2.3, produces
an accurate prediction of flow quantities of interest and is more efficient than using only NURBS
surfaces.
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Figure 3.20: Drag coefficient convergence associated with number of effective fluid elements for
boundary-fitted and immersogeometric (analytic surfaces) cases. The drag coefficients converge
to 1.185.
(a) BM3. (b) IM3.
Figure 3.21: Velocity magnitude contours of the boundary-fitted and the immersogeometric
simulation results.
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Figure 3.22: Time costs of the surface Gauss points evaluation for the NURBS surfaces and
the analytic surfaces.
3.3.3 Example: Airflow around a tractor
Typical vehicle designs lead to very complex fluid domain boundaries due to the detailed
geometric features of the models. This complexity constitutes a major barrier to the transfer
of fluid domains into boundary-fitted computational meshes. An example is the B-rep model
of the tractor shown in Figure 3.23(a), which incorporates many geometrically complex details
(e.g., tires). A common practice is to preprocess the B-rep by tessellating it into triangles,
and then using the triangular surface mesh for CFD mesh generation. However, generating
the surface tessellations of complex CAD models is time-consuming and labor intensive, since
the geometry needs to be manually checked to avoid creating any intersecting or non-manifold
features during tessellation. Furthermore, the CFD mesh quality heavily depends on the surface
mesh design, and, as a result, human analysts are required to perform intermediate steps such
as defeaturing, geometry cleanup, and mesh manipulation [15, 76, 81, 134].
The immersogeometric method was proposed to eliminate these labor-intensive procedures
from the CFD simulation pipeline while still maintaining high accuracy of the simulation re-
sults. In this section, we demonstrate how the tractor design based on B-rep can be directly
immersed into a non-boundary-fitted discretization of the surrounding fluid domain and per-
form aerodynamic analysis in the context of large-scale industrial applications.
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(a) Actual B-rep CAD. (b) Untrimmed NURBS patches.
Figure 3.23: B-rep CAD of an agricultural tractor model. The complexity of the design can be
seen.
In Xu et al. [136], the tractor geometry was tessellated and described by STL format.
However, conversion from B-rep to STL is not trivial, especially when the geometry is not
“watertight”. Here we perform the surface integration of the weak boundary conditions directly
using B-rep model information. In Section 3.2.1, we discussed how B-rep involves trimmed
NURBS surfaces. Figure 3.23(b) shows the untrimmed NURBS patches used to model the
tractor. We use our approach proposed in Section 3.2.3 to directly access the B-rep data and
trimming information and generate a proper surface quadrature rule for the actual tractor
design (Figure 3.23(a)).
The problem setup, computational domain, boundary conditions, and background fluid
mesh are identical to those of used in Xu et al. [136]. A zoom of the immersogeometric mesh is
shown in Figure 3.24. The B-rep model of the tractor is directly immersed into the tetrahedral
background mesh. Two levels of adaptive quadrature sub-cells are added in all intersected back-
ground elements to accurately integrate the volume integrals. Sufficiently accurate integration
in intersected elements is essential to faithfully capture the geometry of the tractor. The inside-
outside classification of the volume quadrature points is carried out using the GPU-accelerated
point membership classification technique presented in Section 3.2.5.
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Figure 3.24: Locally refined tetrahedral meshes of the fluid domain for aerodynamic analysis
of the tractor. We show the mesh cut along a plane in flow direction. The tractor model is
represented directly using B-rep.
A significant advantage of the immersogeometric method is its geometric flexibility. For
example, it enables us to impose a uniform mesh size along the immersed tractor surface
regardless of fine-scale geometric features. It is not necessary to “defeature” those geometrically
complex objects. Taking the tractor model as an example, the tires are typically smoothed due
to the challenges associated with boundary-layer mesh generation. In the immersogeometric
approach, this geometry manipulation is not necessary and the fluid mesh can be generated
directly.
Figure 3.25 shows the immersogeometric result of the instantaneous vortical structures of
the highly turbulent flow around the tractor. The vortical structure is visualized using the
isosurfaces of λ2, which is the second largest eigenvalue of the tensor S
2 + Ω2, where S and
Ω are the symmetric and antisymmetric components of ∇u, respectively. The vortex core
is defined as the region where λ2 < 0 (see [58] for details). To assess the accuracy of the
B-rep-based immersogeometric results, we first compute the time-averaged drag coefficient
CD = 2FD/ρU
2A, where U is the inflow velocity, FD is the time-averaged drag force, and
A is the area of the frontal tractor surface projected onto a plane perpendicular to the main
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Figure 3.25: Visualization of the instantaneous vortical structures of turbulent flow around a
tractor colored by velocity magnitude. The B-rep of the tractor consisting of trimmed NURBS
surfaces is used directly to perform immersogeometric flow analysis.
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(b) CP distribution over the bottom surface.
Figure 3.26: Time-averaged pressure coefficient CP plotted along center curves over the tractor
surface.
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flow direction. We compare our simulation result to the reference values reported by Xu et al.
[136], where a triangulated tractor surface was used for the computation. The values of CD are
0.851 and 0.864 for the triangulated-surface and NURBS B-rep computations, respectively. The
results are in very good agreement between the two models. We also plot the distribution of the
time-averaged pressure coefficient CP along curves over the tractor top and bottom surfaces
in Figure 3.26. An overall good agreement is again observed, which shows the effectiveness
and accuracy of our direct immersogeometric fluid flow analysis using B-rep CAD models for
complex-geometry problems.
Finally, the tractor analysis presented in this section indicates that our B-rep-based immer-
sogeometric method can greatly simplify the mesh generation process for industrial turbulent
flow problems without sacrificing solution accuracy.
3.3.4 Example: Airflow around a semi-trailer truck
In order to demonstrate the applicability of our analytic-surface-based immersogeometric
method to industrial scale problems, we simulate the flow past a full-scale semi-trailer truck. To
perform the CFD analysis of flow around a complex model, a common practice is to preprocess
the B-rep by tessellating it into a triangular mesh [136] or convert it to NURBS. However, both
these methods are not ideal and can lead to time-consuming mesh generation or unnecessary
conversion to parametric surfaces (NURBS). The conversion to NURBS can result in poorly
parametrized NURBS surfaces and often lead to poorly trimmed or missing surface features. In
addition, the time cost for generating the surface quadrature for NURBS surfaces is generally
higher than that for the analytic surfaces. Therefore, directly using the analytic surfaces from
the B-rep model is an ideal solution to integrate design and analysis.
In a solid CAD model, analytic surfaces have frequently been used for B-rep model construc-
tion. A typical B-rep model of a road vehicle like the semi-trailer truck shown in Figure 3.27
has a larger number of analytic surfaces than parametric surfaces. This particular model has
only 8 parametric surfaces but 2,480 analytic surfaces, which include 1,769 planar surfaces, 689
conical and cylindrical surfaces, 8 spherical surfaces, and 14 toroidal surfaces. Specifically, the
tire mainly consists of cylindrical surfaces, the boundary of the trailer includes many planar
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Figure 3.27: Top: The B-rep CAD model of a semi-trailer truck. The B-rep truck model
consisting of analytic and NURBS surfaces is used directly to perform immersogeometric flow
analysis. Bottom: Visualization of the instantaneous vortical structures of turbulent flow
around the semi-trailer truck colored by velocity magnitude.
surfaces, and the corner of the mirror bracket is a toroidal surface.
There is a significant advantage of using analytic surfaces over NURBS surfaces for gen-
erating the surface quadrature points. For this semi-trailer truck, it takes only 15.54 s for
generating 497,552 Gauss points using analytic surfaces, while it takes 44.12 s for generating
496,096 Gauss points when all surfaces are converted to NURBS. Using analytic surfaces, gen-
erating the surface Gaussian quadrature points is nearly 3 times faster than using NURBS.
In addition, for the NURBS case, there is an additional step of converting the analytic sur-
faces to the NURBS surfaces. Therefore, using the analytic surfaces directly for generating the
Gaussian quadrature points enables us to more efficiently preprocess the model.
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Figure 3.28: Dimensions of the immersed semi-trailer truck and the boundary conditions of the
flow domain.
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Figure 3.29: Locally refined tetrahedral meshes of the fluid domain for aerodynamic analysis
of the semi-trailer truck. We show the mesh cut along a plane in flow direction. The B-rep
model is used directly for generating the boundary voxels for the local mesh refinement.
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The dimensions of the truck and its simulation setup including the computational domain
and boundary conditions are shown in Figure 3.28. A uniform inflow with a streamwise velocity
of 31.293 m/s (70 mph), which corresponds to a typical driving speed of the semi-trailer truck
on highways, is applied. A no-slip boundary condition is applied to the ground for simplicity.
The density and the dynamic viscosity of the air are 1.177 kg/m3 and 1.846× 10−5 kg/(m·s),
respectively. As described in Englar [56], the characteristic length of the truck is defined as
the length of the truck along the inflow direction, which is 15.083 m in our case. The Reynolds
number is around 30 million, which yields a highly turbulent flow.
The B-rep model of this semi-trailer truck is directly immersed into the tetrahedral back-
ground mesh. The boundary voxels for the local mesh refinement of this semi-trailer truck are
shown in Figure 3.9. The voxel-based SizeBox, three refinement zones and the immersogeo-
metric mesh are shown in Figure 3.29. The element sizes set for the fluid domain boundaries,
outer refinement zone, inner refinement zone, object bounding-box zone and the voxels are
2.0 m, 1.0 m, 0.5 m, 0.2 m and 0.1 m, respectively. This immersogeometric mesh consists of
2,007,309 linear tetrahedral elements (1,556,810 effective elements in the fluid domain). Two
levels of adaptive quadrature are used in the intersected background elements to accurately in-
tegrate the volume integrals and faithfully capture the geometry of the semi-trailer truck. The
inside-outside classification of the volume quadrature points is carried out using the finest level
of the voxelization. In this case, the finest voxelization consists of 12,369,920 (128× 160× 604)
voxels; the size of each voxel (0.025 m) is 4 times smaller than the near object element size (0.1
m).
The instantaneous vortical structures of the highly turbulent flow around the semi-trailer
truck (Figure 3.27) is visualized using the isosurfaces of λ2 = −100, −200, and −400. We also
compute the time-averaged drag coefficient CD = 2FD/ρU
2A, where U is the inflow velocity,
FD is the time-averaged drag force, and A = 9.703 m
2 is the area of the frontal truck surface
projected onto a plane perpendicular to the main flow direction. The values of CD are 0.735
and 0.728 for the B-rep case with analytic surfaces and the case with only NURBS surfaces,
respectively. These values are computed by simulating the flow for 18 s with a time-step size
of 0.001 s. The drag coefficients are in good agreement with the reference drag coefficients of
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Figure 3.30: Time-averaged velocity (top) and pressure (bottom) fields on a planar cut for the
case with analytic surfaces.
heavy vehicles, which are in the range of 0.6–0.9 [24, 40, 56]. The time-averaged velocity and
pressure fields in a planar cross-section are shown in Figure 3.30.
The study of the semi-trailer truck presented in this section demonstrates an effective way
to perform industrial-scale turbulent flow simulations using our B-rep-based immersogeometric
flow analysis. The proposed method is an efficient way to overcome the complicated mesh
generation process and maintain a high solution accuracy for the flow around a complex real-
world geometry.
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CHAPTER 4. CARDIAC FSI SIMULATION WITH IMMERSED
BIOPROSTHETIC HEART VALVES
In the previous chapters, a geometric framework for rigid immersed objects was developed.
However, the proposed framework can be extended to perform immersogeometric analysis with
deformable models, especially with models involving large and complex structural deformations
such as heart valves. In addition, the parametric modeling framework can be used to streamline
the modeling process to efficiently handle the deformable boundary of a moving fluid domain.
The geometric framework for immersogeometric analysis can efficiently integrate the moving
domain with the deformable model. Similar to the FSI simulation, the immersed object can
move independently of the background fluid mesh, which can avoid time-consuming mesh re-
generation process. For example, a moving fluid domain, such as a left ventricle can be coupled
with the deforming heart valves using our geometric framework.
To demonstrate the capability of the framework, we perform blood flow simulations in a
human left ventricle (LV) with aortic and mitral valves coupled using FSI. The LV motion
is used to prescribe the boundary of the moving fluid domain. The bioprosthetic aortic and
mitral valves are immersed in the moving fluid domain using FSI. In this chapter, we provide
the details of the framework for the parametric design of LV with the aorta. This is based on our
previous parametric design-through-analysis platform in Section 2.1.3 for geometry modeling.
The utility of this immersogeometric framework for complex simulations is demonstrated using
flow simulations in a moving LV with FSI of two BHVs.
4.1 Parametric Modeling of the Left Ventricle
The interactive parametric modeling platform is used to automate the geometric modeling
of the left ventricle. We generate the reference configurations of the immersed object (biopros-
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Figure 4.1: The key geometric parameters of the aortic root. The dimensions are given in
Table 4.1. DA: Ventriculo–aortic junction diameter. DSV : Valsalva sinuses diameter. DSTJ :
Sinotubular junction diameter. DTAA: Ascending tubular aorta diameter. HSV : Distance be-
tween the plane of maximal expansion of the Valsalva sinuses and the ventriculo–aortic junction.
HSTJ : Distance between the sinotubular junction and the ventriculo-aortic junction. HTAA:
Distance between the arbitrary cross section of the ascending aorta and the ventriculo–aortic
junction. dRC , dLC , dNC : Distance between the central coaptation point and the maximal ex-
pansion of right, left and non–coronary Valsalva sinus. dRL, dLN , dNR: Distance between the
central coaptation point and each commissural line. αR1, αR2, αL1, αL2, αN1, αN2: Character-
istic angles of the three sinuses, which are equal to 60◦ if this aortic root is symmetric.
thetic heart valves) and the moving fluid domain including sinuses, ascending aorta, and LV.
In addition, the prescribed motion of the LV is transferred to the aorta. Finally, the moving
mesh for the complete fluid domain is generated.
4.1.1 Parametric modeling of aortic root
For the geometric modeling of the aortic root, the 3D modeling algorithm developed by Mor-
ganti et al. [82] is implemented. This algorithm is based on dimensions extracted from the 2D
echocardiography at four different cross-sections: the ventriculo–aortic junction, the valsalva
sinuses, the sinotubular junction, and the ascending tubular aorta. These dimensions and
other important parameters of the aortic root are shown in Figure 4.1. The dimensions of
all parameters are chosen to be the average values from Morganti et al. [82], Saura et al. [97]
and Roman et al. [92]; the selected parameters are given in Table 4.1. In this work, the diame-
ter of the ventriculo–aortic junction is set as 23–mm, which is consistent with the leaflet design
by Edwards Lifesciences used in our previous study [50].
1{dRC , dLC , dNC} = DSV − {dLN , dNR, dRL}
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Figure 4.2: Curves at four cross sections: (a) dRC , dLC , dNC , dRL, dLN and dNR define blue
points of cross section at the maximal sinus expansion. (b) Each arc at the maximal sinus
expansion is based on three blue points. Curves along longitude direction: (c) Three commissure
lines and three lines along intersected points. (d) Tangencies of the curves along longitude
direction are constrained at three cross sections by unit z–vector.
Based the selected dimensions, the baseline aortic root geometric model is constructed in
two steps. The first step is to construct a wireframe of the model, which will represent the
shape of the aortic root with a few characteristic lines. The characteristic lines consist of two
types of curves: the latitudinal curves at each cross section and the longitudinal curves along
the z–axis. The latitudinal curves are assumed to be circles at the ventriculo–aortic junction,
the sinotubular junction, and the ascending tubular aorta. The curves at the cross section at
the maximal sinus expansion are built using three arcs. The latitudinal curves of the wireframe
model are red curves shown in Figure 4.2(a) and Figure 4.2(b). The longitudinal curves are
cubic NURBS curves interpolated through intersected points of the latitudinal curves which are
evenly divided into six segments by these intersected points. The tangency of the interpolated
cubic NURBS curves is constrained at the cross sections of the valsalva sinuses, the sinotubular
Table 4.1: The dimensions of the aortic root.
Parameters
(Number of
Patients)
Average Total
(n = 12)
[82]
Average Male
(n = 68)
[97]
Average Male
(n = 310)
[92]
Our Settings
DA (mm) 20.5 26 ± 3 21.9 ± 2.2 23
DSV (mm) 32.6 34 ± 3 33.6 ± 3.9 34
DSTJ (mm) 29.8 29 ± 3 28.7 ± 3.2 29
DTAA (mm) 31.4 30 ± 4 29.9 ± 3.8 30
dRC , dLC , dNC (mm) 18.8 – – 20
1
dRL, dLN , dNR (mm) 13.8 – – 14
HSV (mm) 10.9 – – 11
HSTJ (mm) 24.4 – – 24
HTAA (mm) 34.2 – – 34
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Figure 4.3: Baseline aortic root model: (a) Surface is based on the curves at each cross section
and along the longitude direction. (b) Extended bottom surface using linear extrusion.
junction and the ascending tubular aorta by unit z–vector. The longitudinal curves of the
wireframe model are blue curves shown in Figure 4.2(c) and Figure 4.2(d), respectively. The
second step is to construct a surface based on the latitudinal and the longitudinal curves. Then
the artificial part of the bottom of the aortic root can be an extended surface based on linear
extrusion along the negative z-direction. The extrusion length is set as 10 mm. Therefore, the
baseline aortic root model is shown in Figure 4.3(a) and Figure 4.3(b).
4.1.2 Parametric modeling of ascending aorta
For the geometry modeling of the ascending aorta, a lofting method is used to build its
vascular surface. The vascular surface is generated by lofting a circular cross-section along the
arterial path. The arterial path is based on the center point of each cross section. The radius
at different cross sections is then used for lofting the ascending aorta.
A STL mesh of the ascending aorta of an 8-year old female patient with Body Surface Area
(BSA) of 0.94 m2 and DSTJ of 16 mm [111] is used in this analysis. However, compared with
the aortic root model, which has characteristic BSA of 1.9 m2 and DSTJ of 29 mm, the patient-
specific ascending aorta is relatively small (Figure 4.4(a)). Therefore, the patient-specific aorta
is scaled up and rotated with respect to the sinotubular junction plane (Figure 4.4(b)). The
new vascular surface is then smoothly connected to the parametric aortic root, which is shown
in Figure 4.4(c).
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Figure 4.4: Ascending aorta: (a) Patient-specific aorta and the baseline aortic root model. (b)
Scaled aorta with respect to the sinotubular junction plane. (c) New vascular surface.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.5: Ascending aorta: (a) Intersected curve at each cutting plane to get an effective
radius. (b) A wireframe curves based on the new circles. (c) Conforming NURBS surfaces
based on the wireframe curves.
The details of the reconstruction of the modified patient-specific ascending aorta are illus-
trated in Figure 4.5. In Figure 4.5(a), an iterative method is used to extract the intersected
curve and the center point of the arterial path. The normal direction of the intersected curve
is tangential to the intersection point along the arterial path. The effective radius of the inter-
sected curve is used to construct a new circle at each cross section. Each circle is evenly split
into 6 arcs, with latitudinal NURBS curves passing through the end points of the arcs. Wire-
frame of the circular arcs and NURBS curves are shown in Figure 4.5(b). Finally, Figure 4.5(c)
shows the conforming NURBS surfaces generated based on the wireframe curves.
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Figure 4.6: Relative location of the reference configuration of the left ventricle and aorta.
4.1.3 Ventricular model with ascending aorta and valve annuli
The parametric model of the ascending aorta is then combined with a geometric model
of the left ventricle. Based on the patient-specific models of cardiac biomechanics developed
by Krishnamurthy et al. [74], the LV of one patient at end-diastole is used for the construction
of the reference configuration of the moving fluid domain. The relative location between the
aorta and the LV is shown in Figure 4.6.
In order to couple the patient-specific left-ventricle with the parametric model of the aorta,
the motion of the base of the aorta from the left-ventricular simulation needs to be transferred
to the aorta (Figure 4.7). The prescribed motion of the LV model is based on the structural
simulation for a full cardiac cycle. At each temporal step, the motion of the aorta is based
on the quadratic interpolation with the maximum value of translation, rotation, and scaling
applied at the bottom of the aorta. The maximum values are based on the ratio and the
orientation between the circles from the top outlet of the LV model and the bottom inlet of
the aorta. At the same time, the tangencies of the patches in the LV is also transferred to the
bottom of the modified aorta. Thus, the LV and the modified aorta are smoothly connected
and form the surfaces of the moving fluid domain at each temporal step.
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Figure 4.7: Coupling the patient-specific left ventricular geometry with the parametric model
of the aorta.
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Figure 4.8: Parametric design and geometry modeling for aorta and left ventricle.
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A Grasshopper implementation for generating the temporal configuration of the fluid do-
main boundary is shown in Figure 4.8. The left two components are the input geometries based
on the aorta and patient-specific LV model. The right three components use these two models
to generate a smoothly connected boundary surface with prescribed motion. The new model
shown at the right side of Figure 4.8 is the current temporal configuration of the surfaces of
the fluid domain.
4.1.4 Parametric modeling of bioprosthetic heart valves (BHVs)
The previous sections outlined the methods for geometric modeling the boundary surfaces of
the fluid domain. In this section, the geometric algorithm used to model the bioprosthetic heart
valve (BHV) as shells is presented. Figure 4.9 shows a snapshot of the Rhino CAD modeling
software interface, with the T-spline BHV model that is used in performing the FSI simulations.
This BHV leaflet geometry is based on a 23-mm design by Edwards Lifesciences [69, 119]. The
leaflets of the BHV are modeled using three cubic T-spline surfaces, as shown in Figure 4.9.
The use of unstructured T-splines enables local refinement and coarsening [109] and avoids
small and degenerate NURBS elements near the commissure points (see Kamensky et al. [62]
and Hsu et al. [49]). Note the presence of the metallic stent in the model, which makes BHV
geometric modeling complicated. However, the design platform employed in this work can be
used to model the BHV with the stent.
The Grasshopper program for the geometry design of the BHVs consists of 4 different
geometry construction steps (see Figure 4.10 for a visual illustration). First, the parametric
input is used to construct NURBS curves, which are the bounding curves for the NURBS surface
patches that define the valve leaflet geometry. The resulting multi-patch NURBS geometry is
then re-parameterized to create a single T-spline surface geometry. Finally, local refinement
and/or coarsening is performed as needed to use the final design directly in FSI simulations.
The complete Grasshopper program is shown in Figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.9: Trileaflet T-spline BHV model. The T-splines were generated using the in-house
parametric modeling platform (Figure 4.11) and the Autodesk T-Splines Plug-in for Rhino [5].
Parametric input NURBS curves NURBS patches T-spline surfaces
h 
r1 
r2 
θ1 
θ2 
θ3 
Figure 4.10: Parametric BHV geometry modeling flowchart.
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Figure 4.11: Grasshopper interface for parametric BHV geometry modeling. The geometry
construction steps are shown in Figure 4.10.
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4.2 FSI with Moving Boundary
In this section, the immersogeometric method is applied to the simulations of blood flow
inside a left ventricular heart model, where two BHVs are used instead of the aortic valve
and the mitral valve. During diastole, the aortic valve closes while the mitral valve opens
permitting injection of oxygenated blood from the left atrium into the LV. During systole, the
LV contracts and the mitral valve closes to block the flow of blood back to the left atrium; the
aortic valve opens to allow the ejection of blood into the aorta. The geometric framework is
used to perform the FSI analysis of a full-cycle heart beat with moving left ventricular walls.
4.2.1 Moving fluid domain mesh generation
For the generation of the non-boundary-fitted tetrahedral mesh of the moving fluid domain,
a closed mesh of the boundary of the fluid domain is first constructed. Since the edges of NURBS
surfaces of the heart model are conforming to each other, the shared edge between the patches
is divided into the same number of elements. Then a structured closed mesh is constructed
by welding all the shared mesh vertices along all the shared edges. A sample mesh of single
patch is shown in Figure 4.12(a), and the closed mesh of the fluid domain boundary is shown in
Figure 4.12(b). The volumetric mesh is generated using the automatic FEM mesh generation
software (ANSA) to generate fluid domain mesh (Figure 4.12(c)); the total number of elements
in the volumetric mesh is 1,232,871. To accommodate the motion of the fluid boundary and to
maintain a valid moving-mesh discretization, the fluid domain mesh is updated for each time
step by solving the equations of elastostatics [59, 117, 123, 125, 126, 128]. The temporal mesh
motion is interpolated using periodic cubic spline interpolation for smaller time steps.
4.2.2 BHV constitutive model and boundary conditions
Biological tissues are favored in the construction of prosthetic valves due to their unique me-
chanical properties. The most important of these is that they remain compliant at low strains
but stiffen dramatically when stretched, allowing for ease of motion without sacrificing dura-
bility. The underlying structural mechanism is the presence of collagen fibers which are highly
undulated in unloaded tissue. These fibers provide only small bending stiffnesses in unloaded
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.12: Reference fluid domain mesh generation: (a) A sample mesh of a single patch. (b)
Closed mesh of the fluid domain boundary. (c) Volumetric mesh.
tissue, but their relatively larger tensile stiffness can be recruited when they are straightened
under strain. One of the earliest and most widely used models, the Fung model, uses an expo-
nential function of strain to describe the stiffening of tissues under tensile loading [38, 120, 129].
For smaller bending strains, such as those in an open aortic BHV during systole, the domi-
nant contribution to material stiffness is the extracellular matrix (ECM), which supports the
network of collagen fibers. Fan and Sacks [37] advocates modeling ECM as an incompressible
neo-Hookean contribution to the strain-energy density functional. In this work, we combine a
Fung model of collagen fiber stiffness with a neo-Hookean model of ECM stiffness to obtain the
following strain-energy density functional:
ψel =
c0
2
(I1 − 3) + c1
2
(
ec2(I1−3)
2 − 1
)
, (4.1)
where c0, c1, and c2 are material parameters. The mass density of the leaflets is set to 1.0
g/mL. The material parameters are set to c0 = 5.0 × 106 dyn/cm2, c1 = 2.0 × 105 dyn/cm2,
and c2 = 100. Further details of the Fung-type material model can be found in Hsu et al. [50].
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Title Suppressed Due to Excessive Length 5
following equations for the shell’s stress and material tan-
gent tensors:
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With Eqs. (13) and (14), arbitrary 3D constitutive mod-
els can be used for shell analysis directly. Given the first
and second derivatives of the elastic strain energy function,
the incompressibility and plane stress constraints, as well
as static condensation of the thickness stretch, are all in-
cluded by the additional terms in Eqs. (13) and (14). Re-
calling Eq. (2), it can be seen that the whole formulation
can be completely described in terms of the first and second
fundamental forms of the shell midsurface, and using only
displacement degrees of freedom.
To discretize the shell equations we use IGA based on T-
splines, which have the necessary continuity properties. The
details of constructing smooth T-spline basis functions can
be hidden from the analysis code through the use of Be´zier
extraction [34]. The extraction operators specifying the re-
lationship between the T-spline basis functions and Bern-
stein polynomial basis on each Be´zier element can be gen-
erated automatically by the Autodesk T-Splines Plug-in for
Rhino [24,26]. The mesh of Be´zier elements for our T-spline
BHV model is shown in Fig. 4.
2.3 Immersogeometric FSI
In this section we summarize the main constituents of our
framework for immersogeometric FSI, as it applies to the
simulation of BHVs. For mathematical and implementation
details the reader is referred to [11, 12, 35]. Our immerso-
geometric approach to BHV FSI analysis combines the fol-
lowing computational technologies into a single framework:
• The blood flow in a deforming artery is governed by the
Navier–Stokes equations of incompressible flows posed
on a moving domain. The domain motion is handled us-
ing the Arbitrary Lagrangian–Eulerian (ALE) formula-
tion [36, 37], which is a widely used approach for vas-
cular blood flow applications [38–44]. For an overview
of the ALE method in cardiovascular fluid mechan-
ics, see [45, 46]. These two references also include an
overview of the space–time approach to moving do-
mains [47–51], which has also been applied to a good
number of cardiovascular fluid mechanics computations,
with the most recent ones reported in [52–55].
Fig. 4: The Be´zier elements defining the T-spline surface
used in the shell analysis. The clamped boundary condition
is applied to the leaflet attachment edge by fixing two rows
of T-spline control points highlighted in the figure. (The
points in the second row away from the edge are also called
tangency handles.)
• The blood flow domain follows the motion of the de-
formable artery wall, which is governed by equations
of large-deformation elastodynamics written in the La-
grangian frame [56]. In the present work, the discretiza-
tion between blood flow and artery wall is assumed to
be conforming, and is handled using a monolithic FSI
formulation described in detail in [57].
• The discretization of the Navier–Stokes equations makes
use of a combination of NURBS-based IGA and ALE–
VMS [58–60]. The ALE–VMS formulation may be in-
terpreted both as a stabilized method [47, 61, 62] and
as a large-eddy simulation (LES) turbulence model [47,
61–67]. The discretization of the solid arterial wall also
makes use of trivariate NURBS-based IGA.
• BHV leaflets are modeled as rotation-free hyperelastic
Kirchho↵–Love shell structures (see [22] and the previ-
ous section) and discretized using T-splines. In the FSI
framework, they are immersed into a moving blood-flow
domain. The immersed FSI problem is formulated using
an augmented Lagrangian approach for FSI, which was
originally proposed in [68] to handle boundary-fitted
mesh computations with nonmatching fluid–structure in-
terface discretizations. It was found in [11] that the aug-
mented Lagrangian framework naturally extends to non-
boundary-fitted (i.e., immersed) FSI problems, but with
the following modifications. The tangential component
of the Lagrange multiplier   is formally eliminated from
Move%the%
stent%with%
the%wall%
Figure 4.13: BHVs coupled with fluid domain.
The BHV model employs the T-spline geometry constructed in Section 4.1.4. The T-spline
mesh for the aortic valve comprises 382 and 1,020 Be´zier elements for each leaflet and the stent,
respectively, and a total of 2,262 T-spline control points. The T-spline mesh for the mitral valve
comprises 354 and 1,020 Be´zier elements for each leaflet and the stent, respectively, and a total
of 2,169 T-spline control points. The leaflets are passive in FSI simulations and their thickness
is set to a uniform value of 0.0386 cm.
The leaflet control points highligh ed in Figure 4.13 are restrained from moving with respect
to the stent. This clamps the attached edges of the leaflets to the stent. The BHV stent is
surgically sutured to the annulus at its suture ring. The size of the ring can influence the
potential space for blood flow a d thus is important to be included in the FSI simulation.
The orientation and the size of the stent are based on the location and the diameter of the
ventriculo–aortic junction at each te poral s ep. The stent is moved based on the movement
of the boundary wall. Figure 4.13 shows the geometric intersection of the stent with the fluid
domain boundary. The stent seals the gap in the fluid domain between the attached edges of
the leaflets and the aortic wall.
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(a) Simulation setup. (b) Pressures at Aortic, LV and LA.
Figure 4.14: Simulation setup for the CFD simulations.
4.2.3 Details of the FSI simulation
The simulation setup including the prescribed pressure at the inflow and the boundary
conditions are shown in Figure 4.14. In the FSI simulation, we apply the left atrial pressure
at each time step based on the simulations from Krishnamurthy et al. [74] (also plotted in
Figure 4.14(b)) as a traction boundary condition at the mitral orifice. The applied pressure is
periodic with a time period 0.8 s. The traction −(p0 +RQ)n is applied at the outflow, where p0
is a constant physiological pressure level, n is the outward-facing normal of the fluid domain,
R > 0 is a resistance constant, and Q is the volumetric flow rate through the outflow.
In the present computation, we set p0 = 40 mmHg and R = 70 (dyn s)/cm
5. These values
ensure a transvalvular pressure difference of 40 mmHg across a closed valve, when Q = 0,
while permitting a reasonable flow rate during systole. We use backflow stabilization [34], with
β = 0.5, at the outlet which is the top of the ascending aorta. The normal and tangential
velocity penalization parameters used in our FSI formulation are τBTAN = 2.0 × 103 g/(cm2
s) and τBNOR = 2.0 × 102 g/(cm2 s). As in the earlier studies [49, 62], we set the τM scaling
factor to sshell = 106 to obtain acceptable mass conservation near the immersed structure. The
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Figure 4.15: Flow rate at the outlet during both third and fourth heart beats.
time step size is ∆t = 1.0 × 10−4 s. The stabilization parameter of the semi-implicit time
integration scheme is r = 10−5. This follows the recommendation by Kamensky et al. [61] to
select r  1. The fluid density and viscosity in the fluid domain are set to ρ1 = 1.0 g/cm3
and µ = 3.0 × 10−2 g/(cm s), respectively, which model the physical properties of human
blood [64, 93].
4.2.4 FSI simulation results
The 4th heart beat of the FSI simulation shows a relatively steady state result. The cardiac
cycle starts from the end-diastole when both aortic and mitral valves are closed which follows
the phase of the iso-volumetric contraction. Then during the systole, then the blood inside
of the LV passes through the open aortic valve while being the blocked by the closed mitral
valve. After the systolic ejection, during iso-volumetric relaxation, both valves close again.
Then during diastole, the mitral valve opens which allows the blood to fill in the LV. After the
diastolic filling, the the iso-volumetric contraction starts again.
The flow rate at the outlet, which is the top of the ascending aorta, is shown in Figure 4.15.
The flow rate shows the systolic ejection. There are some oscillations at the beginning of
the simulations, which is caused by the initialization (velocity is zero everywhere) of the fluid
domain. With this geometric framework for immersogeometric analysis, we can use the same
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simulation setup to test any new BHV design for efficient opening and closing. This will allow
for an accelerated optimization of the leaflet design.
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this dissertation, a geometric framework for immersogeometric analysis was developed.
Immersogeometric method allows for fluid flow simulations over complex B-rep CAD models
immersed in a locally refined, non-boundary-fitted background fluid mesh. This method avoids
the challenges associated with geometry cleanup and mesh generation process. The geometric
framework efficiently handles preprocessing of complex objects for CFD and FSI analyses.
A design-through-analysis platform was integrated with this geometric framework which
allows rapid development of optimized designs. The platform is built on top of Rhino 3D
CAD software, and features several plug-ins to facilitate analysis model creation for IGA, as
part of a complete design-through-analysis feedback-control loop. Grasshopper 3D, a visual
programming interface, was effectively employed to create parametric designs without writing
tedious and “bug-prone” computer programs. In addition, we presented a method to enable
direct visualization of NURBS and T-spline meshes and solutions defined on these meshes
directly in Rhino 3D.
The geometric framework was developed to support fluid-flow simulations over B-reps of
a complex object. B-reps of complex objects usually consist of both parametric and analytic
surfaces. This geometric framework directly used the parametric and analytic surface equations
to generate the surface Gaussian quadrature points, which were used for weak enforcement of
Dirichlet boundary conditions. The analytic surfaces are preprocessed directly without convert-
ing to NURBS, which are computationally expensive and can lead to poorly parameterized or
converted surfaces. We also performed adaptive quadrature on both trimmed parametric and
analytic surfaces to maintain the accuracy of the integration around trim curves. The timing
results showed that the analytic-surface-based preprocessing method is much faster in comput-
ing the Gauss point information than using only NURBS surfaces. Finally, we have developed
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a method to generate a fluid domain mesh with selective refinement around the surfaces of the
immersed object using hierarchical voxelization of the object.
To validate the accuracy of the proposed method, we performed simulations of benchmark
problems of flow over a sphere and a torpedo shaped object represented using B-reps. Quantities
of interest such as drag coefficient for the sphere were in good agreement with reference values
reported in literature. In addition, the flow simulation quantities of interest obtained using
immersogeometric analytic surfaces were comparable to the reference flow simulation results
obtained using NURBS and boundary-fitted CFD. The results showed that the density and
distribution of the surface quadrature points are crucial for accurate flow analysis. Also, with
sufficient levels of surface quadrature element refinement, the quadrature error near the trim
curves become insignificant.
The effectiveness of the immersogeometric method for industrial scale simulations is demon-
strated by performing aerodynamic analysis of an agricultural tractor and semi-trailer truck
directly represented using parametric and analytic surfaces. The tractor analysis indicated that
the NURBS-based immersogeometric method can greatly simplify the mesh generation process
for industrial turbulent flow problems without sacrificing solution accuracy. In addition, the
analytic-surface-based immersogeometric method can be easily applied to flow analysis of in-
dustrial B-rep objects made with many analytic surfaces. In the simulation of flow past the
semi-trailer truck, we directly used the CAD model generated using SolidWorks to perform im-
mersogeometric analysis. The drag coefficient computed using the immersogeometric method
was within the range of drag coefficient values of semi-trail trucks reported in the literature.
Finally, a FSI simulation of a moving left ventricle (LV) coupled with two bioprosthetic
heart valves (BHVs) showed the potential utility of this geometric framework for designing
BHV leaflets. We combined the parametric design platform with the immersogeometric FSI
methodology proposed by Hsu et al. [49] and Kamensky et al. [62] to perform high-fidelity BHV
FSI with patient-specific left ventricular geometry. The present effort represented the first step
toward automated optimization of the leaflet geometry using flow driven by the deformation
of the LV.
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The work shown in this dissertation presents a first step in making immersogeometric anal-
ysis accessible to design engineers and analysts. Possible future research directions in the
development of immersogeometric analysis include an efficient way to construct patient-specific
cardiac models, a general algorithm for parametric design of the mitral valve, and efficient
treatment of moving immersed objects. Finally, the proposed geometric framework needs to be
versatile and robust enough to handle realistic engineering designs in all of their complexity.
We have successfully developed a geometric framework for immersogeometric analysis that
integrates CAD and CAE. This geometric framework enables directly using the B-reps of CAD
model for CFD and FSI simulations. We envision this geometric framework will integrate
design and analysis tools that will help design engineers avoid the time-consuming boundary-
fitted mesh generation process. These efficient modeling tools can be used to identify an optimal
design of a product that can reduce its time-to-market. However, such framework requires a
paradigm shift from the traditional linear CAD and CAE analysis workflow to a more integrated
one. We hope that our geometric framework for immersogeometric analysis would fulfill this
important role in this field.
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